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Abstract
Bosnia and Herzegovina is a country that suffers from a lack of a national identity as it
has three main ethnic groups, Bosniaks, Croats and Serbs, who are all fighting for power. After
the Bosnian war, which lasted from 1992-1995 and involved genocide that was committed
against the Bosniaks, the ethnic divisions were further entrenched. These divisions were not
helped by the provisions of the Dayton Peace Accords, which was the peace settlement that
brought an end to the war. Dayton created an ethnocracy within Bosnia that places more
importance on ethnic groups than national identity. In order to see whether or not these ethnic
divisions could be overcome and how the youth of Bosnia were politically identifying, I
conducted a survey at two international universities in Bosnia as well as two interviews and a
focus group. Though the sample was limited after analyzing the results it was determined that
Bosnian youth are indeed overcoming ethnic divisions and starting to form in part a cohesive
national identity.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Bosnia and Herzegovina has suffered from problems of ethnic divisions since the
Ottoman Empire took over the area 1345, creating a new ethnic group that came to be called the
Bosniaks. Due to the geographical nature of the country, being extremely mountainous, there
was no real firm foundations developed in a particular religion, either Catholicism of Orthodox.
Therefore when the Ottoman Empire came it is was easier to spread Islam, creating this new
ethnic group within the region. Since then conflict has been a main stay of Bosnia, except for a
respite when it was a part of Yugoslavia. The most recent Bosnian war, which lasted from 1992
to 1995, brought tremendous ethnic violence to the area which reinforced the ethnic divisions.
Since the war Bosnia as a nation has been on the verge of collapse. The ethnic divisions have
brought stagnation to the country, and the Dayton Peace Accords, which brought a stop to the
Bosnian war, have also caused the government to become a thoroughly corrupt ethno nationalist
state. An ethno nationalist state is a state which is essentially run by political leaders who cater
more to their particular ethnic identity rather than the nation as a whole. Consequently the
Bosnian citizens have a low opinion of their government as well as a lack of a shared national
identity. Bosnia seems to be a country heading for disaster unless the Bosnian government can
find a way to compromise and push the country forward past its divisions.
The research presented in this paper demonstrates that there may in fact be grounds for
optimism as there is an underlying current of national identity among educated young Bosnians.
For many of the youth who were participants in the study their family was the main factor in
creating their identity, either positively or negatively, and led them to make the decisions they
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have made to go to an international university. As it became clear in the survey and interviews
students showed a greater trend towards developing an ethnic identity or at least overcoming
ethnic boundaries, which will only opened up their options further. The research in this paper
shows that Bosnian students at international schools are evolving a sense of national identity;
however the problem of brain drain that wracks Bosnia is also apparent. Future leaders willing to
see past the ethnic divides are leaving the country, which leaves those entrenched in the ethnic
divisions to run the country. Despite this appearance Bosnia does have a hopeful future as
people only one generation after the war are starting to question the way the government works
and are starting to push for a different approach to government that moves beyond ethnic
representation. Should they stay or return to Bosnia, it may be able to once again become the
shinning jewel of the Balkans.
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Chapter 2. Historical Background
2.1 Introduction
At least since 1345 when the Ottoman Empire took over the area, Bosnia has been a very
diverse country. The makeup of Bosnia consists mainly of three ethnic groups, though there are
several others. The three main ethnic groups are Bosniaks, who are also referred to as Bosnian
Muslims, Orthodox Serbs, and Catholic Croats. They share many cultural practices and speak
what is essentially a common language. This is due to the fact that they are of common ancestry;
the Slavs are believed to have migrated into the region from the current area of Ukraine in about
460 A.D. (Domin 2001).While these three groups have existed since the area was taken over by
the Ottoman Empire, the relationship among them has changed. These changes are due in part to
the history of Bosnia and Herzegovina and that it has been mired in conflict. The region was only
stable during the Ottoman Empire and Yugoslavia and even then there was underlying tension.
Recently, it has gone from peaceful during the time of Yugoslavia, to outright conflict in the
Bosnian war, to a now uneasy truce between the three. Ethnic identities have not remained static
either but have instead evolved since the beginning, fluctuating in intensity in line with the
conflicts. While there are many persons who do not practice religion and others who pride
themselves on being the products of mixed-faith marriages, the divisions between Catholic
Croats, Orthodox Serbs, and the Muslim Bosniaks are echoed in political parties and structures.
These parties and structures have had a dramatic effect on the country today. Bosnia has gone
from a relatively tolerant society to one that has been increasingly mired in ethnic hatred.
2.2 Before Yugoslavia
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Bosnia and Herzegovina has for the majority of its history been what cultural
geographers call a border zone, a country on the periphery of competing empires (Domin 2001).
When the Slavs first migrated into the Balkans in approximately 460 A.D., it was divided
between the Western Roman Empire, based in Rome, and the Byzantine Empire, controlled from
Constantinople. The division was the River Drina along the eastern border of Bosnia. This meant
that the areas of Bosnia, Croatia, and Slovenia were included in the west under Roman influence
while Serbia, Montenegro, and Macedonia were in the Byzantine east. The schism between the
Roman Catholic faith in the west and the Orthodox tradition in the east culminated in a definitive
break between the Pope and the Patriarch of Constantinople in 1054. Bosnia was now clearly on
the border of these two faiths and supporters of both traditions moved into the area. However, the
spreading of both Catholic and Orthodox beliefs was hampered by Bosnia’s physical topography.
Bosnia is a mountainous country with many remote areas and had few major population centers.
As a consequence, religious influence had a greater effect in Serbia and Croatia, where the
topography was more accommodating. As a result, Bosnia was only nominally Catholic or
Orthodox at this time (Domin 2001).
The end of the fourteenth century marked a new shift in power with the Muslim Ottoman
Empire, which had defeated Byzantine forces, moving into and conquering the Balkans. By
1463, Bosnia was under Ottoman rule, but once again at the edge of political authority. Under
the Ottomans, many Bosnians converted to Islam as this was the only way to be able to own
property, obtain a good job, or participate in government. Others were forced to convert, or to
give their sons up for Ottoman military service and other purposes, which resulted in their
conversion (Domin 2001). Thus was created the new ethnic identity of Bosniak. This conversion
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into Islam would be a major source of tension throughout the history of Bosnia. For instance, in
1557 there was the restoration of the Serbian Orthodox Patriarchate which led to a revival of
Serbian identity within the Ottoman Empire. (Tanner 2010). This led to Serbian revolts against
the Ottoman Empire between 1683-1699 and 1804-1817 which further developed hatred for
Muslims. The ethnic animosity continued cumulating over time, particularly between the
Bosniaks and the Serbs, and it would become a major part of the rhetoric during the Bosnian
War.
While the exact reasons for the conversions of so many Bosnians to Islam under Ottoman
rule will probably never be known, it is clear that the lack of diffusion of Catholicism or
Orthodox, played a large role. During the hundreds of years of Ottoman occupation and the
subsequent occupation by Austria-Hungary from 1878 until 1918, and in the absence of the
existence of a unifying state or joint national cause, the Serbs drew comfort and grew in their
Orthodox faith while the Croatians did likewise with Catholicism. Islam was a similar anchor for
the Bosniaks. Generally speaking, there was mutual tolerance (Domin 2001). After the collapse
of the Austria-Hungary Empire at the end of World War I (WWI) Bosnia became a part of a
larger state known as the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. During World War II (WWII)
pro-Nazi forces in Croatia, known as the Ustase, persecuted Serbs, Jews, and Gypsies. The
Kingdom would fall when Tito would, using the army that he formed, create the nation of
Yugoslavia, which was known for having a policy of tolerance to all ethnic groups.
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Map 1: The former Yugoslavia. Taken from Institute of Historical Justice and
Reconciliation.
2.3 Yugoslavia
In 1945, communist partisans led by Josip Borz Tito too control over BosniaHerzegovina, incorporating it into the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. When Bosnia
was part of the former Yugoslavia, it held a somewhat unique place as it was the most ethnically
diverse. Before it broke up, the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was a federation made
up of six republics: Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia and Bosnia and
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Herzegovina. Marshal Tito, who governed the country from 1945 until his death in 1980, worked
to keep the nation together by suppressing nationalism and implementing a policy of unity
(Hromadzic 2008:542). His goal was to create a nation where all the different groups would live
in peace and prosperity. He did this by ignoring ethnic identities, basically saying that they did
not exist, and that everyone in the country were Yugoslavs, (Neuffer 2002:18). This essentially
tried to negate all the ethnic tensions that were created during WWII. He also instituted a policy
based on the principle of “the ethnic key.” This meant essentially that everyone had a fair share
at power. The top positions in each municipality were represented by a Croat, a Muslim and a
Serb, textbooks had to be written by people with different ethnic backgrounds and in the court
system the defendant and the judge had to belong to the same ethnic group (Neuffer 2002:18).
According to scholars, whose research focuses on democratic state building in Bosnia,
Bosnians were characterized by an unusually high tolerance of both religious and ethnic
differences and were notably hostile to external power (Ivie, Waters 2010:459). Helping this was
the geography of the country which created natural barriers between Bosnia and its neighbors
(Neuffer 2002:10). This is most likely due to the fact that out of all the republics, Bosnia was the
most ethnically diverse. Instead of being dominated by one ethnic group, it was three: Bosniaks,
Serbs, and Croats. During this time, all three of the ethnic groups shared citizenship equally. One
group did not dominate the other or hold any sort of advantage. Indeed Bosniaks were actually
viewed as either Serbs or Croats of a different faith (Dyrstad 2012:820). However this would
later become a problem. Due to the fact that Bosnia was so ethnically diverse, people did not
think of themselves as being from Bosnia According to a report done by the International Crisis
Group in 1996, which was informed in part by the 1991 census, 43.5% of Bosnian citizens
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identified themselves as Bosniak, 31.2% recognized themselves as Serb while 17.4% identified
as Croat. The rest of the population consists 5.5% of Yugoslav and 2.4% does not fit into any
category. It should also be noted that 37 of 109 of Bosnia municipalities contained a Bosniak
majority (International Crisis Group 1996:5). Rather, the unifying identifier was being Yugoslav.
According to Hromadzic “none of them carried an ethnonym which identified them with the
Republic of B&H,” (2008: 543). There was no link between the people and the republic they
were living in. Prewar ethnic nationalism before 1992 was very low as compared to the end of
the war where ethnic nationalism increased dramatically. (Dyrstad 2012:818)
Yugoslavia as a whole was suffering from problems after Marshal Tito’s death in 1980.
After his passing the economy of Yugoslavia started to fall apart. This was due largely to the fact
that the council that Tito created after his death was not functioning as could not combat the high
unemployment, huge debt, and rampant inflation. Under Tito the economy was based on a
Western- style market socialism, which helped make it the richest communist economy. With the
fall of the economy also came the downfall of the Yugoslav identity which the government was
still trying to uphold (Bowman 2014:158). Yugoslav citizens came to criticize state policies for
attacking people rather than helping them, which started to further the divide between the people
and the government. State policies appeared to be an attack against all people. While he was
alive Tito had very anti-nationalist policies and had a positive view of modernization. This is
what kept the country together for so long before he died. After his death when the government
became more nationalistic, the viewpoint that grew in popularity was that national identity was
not as important as an identity of self. In 1988 ethnic nationalism swept across Yugoslavia,
becoming a large part of the culture of the country (Neuffer 2002:5). This happened not only
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because of economic downfall but also because of the collapse of communism. So long as
communism was strong, there was not really a greater sense of ethnic identity. What did exist
was weak.
When the central government became more ethnocentric, the common ground between
people became their own ethnic groups as power went into the hands of the republics and most,
with the exception of Bosnia, were dominated by one ethnic group. The collapse of communism
allowed for more nationalistic politicians such as Slobodan Milosevic, who became the Serbian
President and a Serbian hero after the Kosovo conflict, to influence politics. This would
eventually culminate in the Yugoslav wars which would end with the country breaking apart.
Further antagonisms occurred because people resented the federal distribution system to the
poorer regions of the country that the government tried to set up (Lake, Rothchild 1996:45).
Along with the spread of political parties, citizens started demanding greater autonomy which
would eventually lead to Bosnia asking to separate from Yugoslavia after Croatia and Slovenia
broke off in June 1991. The spread of ethno nationalism can be seen in the 1990 elections where
most Bosnians voted for parties along clear ethnic lines. Indeed in order to combat growing Serb
nationalism, the Bosniak and Croat party joined forces (International Crisis Group 1996:3).
Bosnia itself became an independent state on April 6th 1992, without the support of its Serb
population. This would be one of the triggers of the Bosnian War.
2.4 War
The first shots were fired by Serbian forces in the city of Bijeljina, close to the border of
Yugoslavia. However the war started slightly later, on the same day that Bosnia was officially
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recognized, when Serbian paramilitary units and the Yugoslav People’s Army attacked Zvornik,
also located near the Serbian border (Hromadzic 2008: 543). It would only take two days before
the city, which previously was 60% Muslim, was cleansed of all non-Serb inhabitants. These two
armies would later become the Army of Republika Srpska, or the Bosnian Serb Army, which had
backing from Serbia. Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic wanted to create a greater Serbia by
annexing the Serb areas of Croatia and joining them with Serbia. The problem was that Bosnia
stood in the way of this, so he set out to create a Serb-controlled corridor across northern Bosnia
(Neuffer 2002:25). The Bosniaks and the Croats who wanted to separate stood in the way of this
so Milosevic demonized them, through propaganda that stirred up old grievances long buried,
leading to a policy of ethnic cleansing aimed at removing Bosniaks and Croats from key areas of
Bosnia so that Serbs could move in (Neuffer 2002:32) Supported by an idea of Serbian
victimization, created by Milosevic as propaganda, Serbian troops would succeed in taking over
almost 70% of the country, overrunning the Bosniak controlled enclaves as well as committing
brutal acts of violence against non-Serbs. This would include mass killing, rape, torture,
internment camps, the siege of Sarajevo, as well as genocide which cumulated in the Srbrenica
massacre. Srbrenica was actually a city of hope considering that it was one of the few cities that
managed to beat back the Serbs, which is remarkable considering the city is 10 miles away from
the border with Serbia (Neuffer 2002:50). The city managed to hold out under siege from the
Serbs. The vision of hope evaporated with the Srbrenica massacre, which occurred in 1995 after
the city was captured by the Bosnian Serb army who proceeded to systematically murder over
7500 Bosniak males while UN peacekeepers stood by helplessly.
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Unlike Srbrenica, the capital city of Sarajevo managed to hold out under siege during the
entire war. When not under artillery fire, snipers covered the city making it dangerous to walk in
the streets. The Bosnian army was unable to break the siege as it was severely underequipped
and was only trying to hold its own against the more powerful Serb army, which was attacking as
many civilians as possible. The entire population of the country was involved in the war; there
was no escape from it. Concentration camps such as Omarska, which would come to symbolize
all the bestial passions of the war, were all across the country (Neuffer 2002: 40). However, not
all concentrations camps were for Bosniaks; there were others created both for Serbs and Croats.
Both sides of the war utilized them, though the Serbian forces much more so. Bosniaks also
committed policies of ethnic cleansing against the Serbs, though not to the same extent. For most
of the people who were killed, captured, or tortured, the only crime that they had committed was
belonging to a certain ethnicity. Mass graves were created in order to bury all the bodies. The
hatred between groups was becoming deeper and more virulent and would continue to last long
after the war was over.
In order to combat the Serb forces, the Bosniaks and the Croats worked together until
1992 when they turned against each other, particularly in the city of Mostar which before the war
was known for its ethnic cohesion, adding further bloodshed to the war. This violence between
Croats and Bosniaks would not cease until March 1994 with the Washington Peace Agreement
(Hromadzic 2008:543). The peace agreement would lead to the creation of the Bosniak-Croat
Federation. However the war with the Serbs was still going on. It was only in December of 1995
with the Dayton Peace Agreement, brokered by the United States, that the war finally came to an
end. Roughly 1 million people had fled Bosnia during the war and at least 100,000 were killed
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(Dyrstad 2012:821). There were massive shifts in demographics, as shown in Map 2, as well as a
profound shift in how Bosnians identified both themselves and other Bosnians. While the Dayton
Accords ended the war, they did not stop the conflict. As the next chapter will show, the Accords
institutionalized ethnic divisions and have impeded successful democratic consolidation.
develop.

Map 2: Demographics of Bosnia before and after the war. Blue is Croat, yellow mix of Bosniak,
Croat, red is Serb and green is Bosniak. Taken from Aljazeera.
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Chapter 3. The Dayton Peace Accords
3.1 Introduction
It is impossible to talk about ethnic identity in modern Bosnia without mentioning the
Dayton Peace Accords. The Dayton Peace Accords were negotiated among the presidents of
Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia in Dayton Ohio in 1995. The accords stopped the war and preserved
Bosnia Herzegovina as a single state, but also divided it between a Bosniak-Croat federation and
a Bosnian Serb Republic. The underlining conflict between the rival ethnic groups remained and
was institutionalized under the Dayton accords. Everything is framed in terms of ethnicity and
this has resulted in greater fractionalization and continued tension between groups. These
tensions have kept Bosnia from forming a working democracy and have instead left the nation
stagnating and unable to move forward. Bosnia is still living with a legacy of ethnic tensions.
3.2 Dayton and Ethnicity
The Dayton Accords ended the war but not the underlying conflict that started the war in
the first place. Although there are no outright expressions of hostility, tensions between ethnic
groups remained high and none of the ethnic groups were fully satisfied with the outcome
(Dzihic 2012:332). The Dayton Accords gained wide criticism since their implementation and
are said to be in a desperate need of repair (Ivie, Waters 2010:451). Essentially, the Dayton
Accords protect the three main ethnic communities by enabling each to block ethnic hegemony
by one of the others so that one group does not end up dominating the country. This leads to the
problem of power sharing and gridlock as well as locking the ethnic divisions in place. Since
ethnic groups are so highly protected, this leads to ethnic groups isolating themselves from other
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groups, as that is the only way that they can ensure that they will stay in power. This entrenches
the ethnic problems since the hatred between groups is justified, as the system in place
encourages the bitter rivalry. This institutionalizes the ethnic hatred since it leads to
protectionism and a lack of incentive to compromise. This is found in all the political elites of the
country, including the local elites (Dzihic 2012:342).
Part of the Dayton Accords was dividing up the country into different layers of
government. Those layers include two entities, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
the Serbian Republika Srpska which are not recognized internationally as two separate bodies
but instead part of the country of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and then into ten cantons and the
district Brcko. The Republika Srpska can be viewed as “the successor to the de facto state that
existed in1992–1995,” the state in reference being the Serb dominated government during the
war (Berg 2012:1276). Instead of dissolving the state that existed in the war, Dayton has placed
it in suspended animation as a semi-autonomous region for Bosnian Serbs. Like the Federation,
the Republika Srpska has its own legislative body as well as police force. This semi
independence has not helped bring about reconciliation but has instead brought the idea of
breaking away into the minds of Bosnian Serbs, 27% of whom favor independence (Berg
2012:1282). These two ethnically defined entities hold all the decision making within the country
as they also control the country’s parliament (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1806). At the top of this
system is the three presidents, one from each of the main ethnic groups. They operate through
political consensus meaning that all three of them have to agree in order for policy to be enacted.
This is further complicated with all the other levels of government that were mandated. On the
whole within the country there are 13 prime ministers, 9 ministers of state, 32 ministers for the
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Federation and the Republika Srpska, and 130 ministers on the cantonal level, all of whom have
strong ethno nationalism (Dzihic 2012:333). Both the Federation and the Republika Srpska
possess veto power, which is an intrinsic part of the Dayton Accords, and this power has been
used to prevent over 200 proposals and laws from being implemented, primarily by the
Republika Srpska. Therefore the state parliament, which is the main democratic institution of the
country, became a battle ground of ethno nationalist politics and polarization (Dzihic, Wieser
2011:1811). Because of this, the Office of the High Representative, which was created in order
to oversee the implementation of the Dayton Accords and is the highest authority within the
country, has used its power to impose legislation 112 times (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1811). It is not
only the state parliament that has become a venue for ethno-nationalist rhetoric but the entitylevel parliaments as well. Political elites in both of the entities, backed by the supposed political
will of the people they are representing, have consistently blocked critical reforms, such as the
transfer of responsibilities from entity to state level, citing their constitutional right to do so
(Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1812). The Republika Srpska parliament has acted regularly to block
reforms, adamantly defending the rights accorded to it by the Dayton Accords. In doing so, Serb
politicians have found an effective means of staying in power, protecting their own narrow
interests at the cost of national reconciliation. Indeed it is fully within the realm of possibility
that without the High Representative, nothing in the Bosnian government would have ever been
accomplished.
However it is not only the Serbs that feel that their interests are undermined. For instance
Croats feel that their national interests are jeopardized or even outright denied and Bosniaks feel
like they are being punished. One of the key parts of Dayton, Annex 4, contains the constitution
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for the country. In the constitution it states that the three main ethnic groups are constituent
people and that anyone else fits into the category of other. Anyone who does not fit into one of
the ethnic groups cannot run for the presidency, which brings further discrimination into the
country and this does not seem like it is going to be changed anytime soon as that would require
the Bosnian authorities to agree on policy measures in order to change the constitution. On the
whole, Dayton is viewed as “a highly complex, decentralized, quasi-federal structure,” which has
been said to negate aspects of democracy (Ivie, Waters 2010:451). Support of Dayton is mixed
within the different ethnic groups depending on region, religiosity and other factors. For instance
the more eastern nationalistic Serbs support Dayton to a higher degree and are “less open to
multiethnicity than Bosniaks or Bosnian Croats and more likely to express support for ethnopolitical separation,” which is institutionalized within Dayton (Ivie, Waters 2010: 458). This all
rests on the underlining assumption that this power sharing system would “be the key to a
functioning state and pacification,” which has turned out rather quickly to not be the case
(Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1806). In essence Dayton put the rights of the ethnic groups above the
rights of the individual.
Many of the provisions in Dayton were created to help recreate multiethnic Bosnia.
However, provisions such as the right of refugees and displaced people to return to their pre-war
homes and recover property deepened ethnic divisions rather than help move past them (Dzihic
2012:333). The deepening is mostly caused by the fact that post-war Bosnia looks incredibly
different from prewar Bosnia. Ethnic groups have now become associated with certain regions
whereas before they were more mixed. Most settlements now have a clear ethnic majority and
for those who have chosen to return to their homes, it hasn’t resulted in a demographic switch.
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Therefore the regions that people currently live in are becoming an important part of their ethnic
identity where that was not true before. Due to this it has been argued that the borders in Bosnia
should be determined by political communities, essentially arguing for separatism and for people
to be forcibly moved into areas instead of the current system under Dayton (Ivie, Waters 2010:
461).
The Dayton Accords also contributed to the deepening of ethnic divisions by encouraging
voting patterns along ethno-national lines as politicians often use rhetoric about the past and the
conflict in order to gain votes. Therefore “cross ethnic voting is minimal,” as people tend to stick
with parties that represent their ethnic groups since they believe that is the group that will protect
their interests the most (Ivie, Waters 2010:457). This means that not only are ethnic divides built
into Dayton but the divides themselves also keep Dayton from being changed. For the political
elites, Dayton is a tool that can be used. It is not viewed as fixed but as something that is
malleable and can cater to one’s needs in order to gain political support by exacerbating ethnic
divisions. This allows politicians to essentially choose when to associate with Dayton and when
it would be detrimental to do so (Dzihic 2012:335).

3.3 Government and Dayton
Bosnia is a country controlled by vicious cycles. Due to the unstable nature of the
government that Dayton created, “the basic foundations of the state [have been] permanently
questioned and challenged by the major political forces in the country,” (Dzihic 2012:328).
Democracy has been stagnating within the country which also has the effect of creating great
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socioeconomic problems, which circles back to create further issues that the government cannot
solve. This adds on to the hopelessness that people feel and builds into mistrust of the
government which furthers the divides that were institutionalized within the Dayton Accords.
Due to the divides that this creates, both people and by extension the government are unwilling
to come together to form a consensus, thereby deepening the stagnation and the socioeconomic
problems. The three presidency system means that Bosnia has a hard time implementing any sort
of policy which could improve the country. This three presidency system is institutionalized
within the Dayton Accords. This is the main cycle that plagues Bosnia and is keeping it from
further developing.
The government can be best described as an “electoral democracy with limited
acceptance from the constituency, where the political elites have been able to create instruments
of power based on managing and using fears and ethno-national sentiments” (Dzihic 2012:330).
In essence it is stuck in a sort of negative peace since there are no outright hostilities but instead
continuous structural violence which manifest itself through ethno nationalism. This has allowed
politicians to use ethnocentric arguments to remain in power. Politicians use fear of reoccurring
violence to enhance their own power. Dayton institutionalized ethnic problems but it is the
politicians that abuse it for their own gain.
This can be seen during the elections in 2006, the first elections since the end of the war
that were fully administered by Bosnian authorities. Milorad Dodik, who became Prime Minister
of Republika Srpska, and Haris Silajdžić, who won the Bosniak Presidency Seat, drove the
discourse into ethno nationalism, increasing ethnic tensions instead of speaking about
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compromise. Pride in one’s own ethnic identity increased among the population and the feeling
of what it means to be Bosnian has dropped, essentially meaning that people began to rely more
heavily on ethnic identity rather than national identity (Dzihic,Wieser 2011:1819). Dodik in
particular has strong nationalistic tendencies, calling for the separation of the Republika Srpska
from the rest of Bosnia. The Croat population, or at least those who belong to the HDZ or
Croatian Democratic Union of Bosnia and Herzegovina party and support its leader Dragan
Covic who is also know the current holder of the Croatian Presidency, want the same as well
calling for a “separate ethnoterritorial unit for Croats,” (Dzihic 2012:339).
This only further polarizes the population that was divided due to Dayton and the
institutionalized identity problems. The divide actually comes down to whether or not it would
be better for Bosnia to break up into different territories or if it should stay together as a nation.
The Bosniaks as well as some Croats and Serbs want a united Bosnia. That was what the Dayton
Accords were set up for, while others call for separation. However the average individual is
completely separate from politics, as there is no way for ordinary citizens to influence
government. After in 2010 nearly 90% of the country feels that Bosnia is moving in the wrong
direction (Dzihic 2012:342). On top of that, only half of the population of Bosnia tends to vote in
any sort of election and only one-fifth of the population has any positive opinion on any of the
elected bodies within the country (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1818). Therefore Bosnia is ruled by
powerful elites who use polarizing rhetoric to win votes and stay in power (Dzihic, 2012:335).
For politicians it is a politically viable to ignore the interests of the population since they are
already going to vote along ethnocentric lines, which only increases the political apathy plaguing
the country as people feel that their votes do not matter as nothing in the government changes. Of
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the major parties, there is only one that is not nationalistic, the Social Democratic Party (SDP)
and it essentially has no power to be able to do anything to help the country move forward. This
has left people rather apathetic about their government, which is further enhanced by the
perception of the government being unable, or unwilling to fix the economic problems within the
country. Since any policy needs to be agreed upon by the three presidents, it is often the case that
no policy is enacted.
It does not help that the economic power of the country is held by the same ethno
nationalists who control the political world as well, and that they have been incredible resistant
to privatization (Dzihic 2012:341). This leads to a system where people depend on local elites
and vote for them since they are the ones with the resources to help people out. Thus, people vote
for the nationalists because there are no real alternatives and they offer some measure of stability
in an unstable country. Uncertainty within the population is high which can and in the case of
Bosnia does lead to disenchantment with the government. Therefore due to this disenchantment
and questioning of democracy by the people, the system itself forces politicians to be
ethnonationalists. There is no other way to achieve power since people wanting protection in
what they feel like is an unstable environment, will vote along ethnocentric lines for protection.
They feed off each other. Ethno nationalists build their rhetoric and power on polarizing
discourse, ethno nationalism, clientelism, and reserve domains. Reserve domains are institutions
ethno-nationalist politicians have under their control, such as the Republika Srpska police force
which is not under control of the Bosnian government, and therefore are areas that need reform
(Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1808). Reserve domains obtained their strength by answering the ethno
national question of where the power in the country really lies. Fear has also become a common
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tool among local elites as it is politically profitable and can be used to further a nationalistic
agenda. The nationalists protect the interests of their own ethnic group and since people view the
government as an abysmal failure, they believe that no one else would represent their interests.
This keeps the nationalists in power and leads to the cycle continuing. However since most of
the political elites are nationalists and Bosnia seems to be in a permanent state of crisis, many of
the elites question the legitimacy of the country as a whole which undermines the statehood of
Bosnia. This is not helped by the increased conflicts between different ethno nationalist parties
since the general elections in 2006 which have done nothing except reaffirm the existing
cleavages.
There has also been a downward trend in the relationship between the Federation and the
Republika Srpska as they have become less and less willing to make any sort of compromise
with each other (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1809). Before 2006 Bosnians had relatively high
confidence with the government comparably; however after a year of basically nothing but
gridlock, that confidence has dropped significantly. The year 2006 was essentially when the
downward spiral increased as the international community in general agreed that Bosnia was in a
stable peace building process. This did not stop the international community from trying to
attempt to reform Dayton which led to the 2006 problems and the rise of Dodik. This lead up can
be seen in data taken from a survey in 2002. In 2002 support for an independent Republika
Srpska was 53% while 55% of Bosnian inhabitants stated that ethnic relations would improve if
all ethnic groups were separated into their own territories (Berg 2012:1283). This survey
revealed that 40% of the population viewed the other groups as a sort of threat to their wellbeing
and within the Republika Srpska, 95% distrusted people outside of their own ethnic group (Berg
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2012: 1284). On top of that, almost half of the population feels that living standards have
dropped and more than 80 percent believe that the government essentially runs on corruption
(Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1819). This has not been helped by the fact that in February 2007 the
International Court of Justice decided that the crimes committed by Bosnian Serbs during the
war do not constitute genocide, which only furthered ethnic nationalism within Bosnia.
Essentially the court determined that the only occurrence of genocide during the Bosnian war
was at Srbrenica and that there was not a trend of genocide during the course of the entire war.
This becomes a particular problem when the European Union (EU) gets involved. Bosnia
has expressed interest in joining the EU but the EU conditions might cause more harm than
good. They provide only limited incentives to the political elites to actually change the
government so that Bosnia can join the EU. A a lot of them require cooperation between
politicians, which is detrimental because in order to maintain power in Bosnia politicians have to
ethno nationalist which goes against EU conditions (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1803). This further
isolates Bosnians from their government as the entire process of EU integration is left in the
hands of the elites. Therefore there is an outright lack of commitment on the part of political
elites to reform as well as from the public since the basis of EU integration is at the elite level
between the country that wants to join and the countries that are already in the EU. In a sort of
irony the fabric of the Bosnian government, with its limited functionality, that was outlined in
the Dayton accords by international bodies is itself limiting progress towards the EU. Following
the conditions of the EU would cause the Bosnian elites to lose power and therefore there is very
little incentive to democratize according to the standards. Due to this the citizens of Bosnia are
starting to feel that joining the EU would not help their situation, as there is a lack of consensus
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among politicians towards EU integration. What has been accomplish has resulted in little
change in people’s lives leading them to think that joining the EU would have little to no positive
effects (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1810). Despite this negative view of the EU has led to a negative
view of democracy as a whole. This is only due to the fact that political elites are failing to make
the necessary reforms to join the EU as roughly 2/3 of the population still think that Bosnia
should join (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1818). It is a dichotomy where Bosnians want to join the EU,
despite the lack of trust with its institutions, but they still vote for ethno-nationalist leaders,
despite mistrust with national institutions. Though it should be noted that the fact that Bosnia has
negative view of the EU can be tied to the larger trend of EU pessimism all across Europe
(Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1819).
Politicians do not respond to citizens’ expectations of what politicians should be doing
due to the fact that the set up created in the Dayton accords do not allow for full democratic
action. Essentially due to the basic setup of the government, that is not likely to go away even
with outside interference, there is a distinct lack of legitimacy in the Bosnian state which is in
part created due to a lack of connection with the electoral system as well as the fact that most of
the decisions made in Bosnia have been done by the international community. “External actors
have made the bulk of the decisions, passed laws, and put pressure on political elites to comply
with rules and norms defined from outside” (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1807); however, even this has
been of limited help due to the ethnically motivated barrier. Bosnia has a government which is
essentially recognized by international bodies but has become less legitimate in the eyes of the
Bosnian population. Those people inside of Bosnia consider the government illegitimate while
the international community in turn views it as legitimate since the government is based on
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Dayton, which is both internationally legitimate and internally illegitimate considering how it
institutionalizes ethnic relationships (Berg 2012:1273). Ethnic relations and nationalism both
within the political elites and within the government have only gotten worse. It is ethno politics
at its core and will remain that way as long as Dayton remains in place. With Dayton, Bosnia
will be in a peace without politics (Berg 2012:1286).
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Chapter 4. Literature Review
4.1 Introduction
Identity plays a major role in people’s lives. It serves as the basis for the attitudes and
values that people carry with them throughout their lives. When identity and conflict mix, the
results are usually a disaster. This is particularly true when a person places greater emphasis on
ethnic identity than national identity. Ethnic identity is said to be one of the factors that can
ignite conflict and indeed played a major role during the Bosnian war from 1992 to 1995 and its
aftermath. Bosnia and Herzegovina is a country that is still struggling to move past the
devastation of the war. One of the main reasons the country cannot move forward is due to the
emphasis that has been placed on ethnic identities. The concept of a national identity is virtually
unknown. Bosnia’s political sphere is run by the various ethnic groups trying to gain power.
Since identity is key in the Bosnian government, it is important to understand the basic role
identity has in shaping people’s actions and the generals trends that have been observed.
4.2 Identity
According to Jamie B. Luguri and Jaime L. Napier, professors of psychology at Yale
University, “when people are thinking abstractly vs concretely, they rely more on their core and
consistent attitudes and values,” (Luguri, Napier 2013:972). Essentially this means that the more
nebulous the concept, such as freedom or nationalism, the more people rely on instinct or biases
such as those inherent in ethnic identity, rather than actually thinking things through. They found
that people tended to have more divisions over political issues when they were thinking in an
abstract manner versus when their political identity was highlighted and made obvious (Luguri,
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Napier 2013:973). In other words, when people’s ethnic or personal identity was emphasized in
a situation, then they tend to disagree on more issues. When an all-encompassing national
identity was emphasized, then it was found that people were less polarized. Luguri and Napier
applied this theory to liberals and conservatives in the U.S. but this can work for ethnic groups as
well as political parties, particularly if the two are intertwined. When thinking abstractly, the
focus is usually on a core set of beliefs that go beyond any specific situation, unlike concrete
thinking which is based on secondary or contextual factors. The basis of identity therefore seems
to be the foundation ideals that people go to when thinking abstractly. It, however, completely
depends on what identity is being focused on at the moment. This led the authors to believe that
“people are sensitive to identity cue” (Luguri, Napier 2013:976). Luguri and Napier’s argument
is part of a grander trend found in identity research, which is the effect external pressures have
on ethnic identities. The environment that people surround themselves with can affect how they
perceive themselves or others. It is therefore possible for political leaders to hype up certain
identity trends for their own political gains. This is particularly true if a politician is a member of
a certain ethnic group and wants to persuade others to join his or her cause.
Mila Dragojevic, who works at the University of the South Sewanne in the Department
of Politics, agrees that “strategic political leaders play a crucial role in constructing and
mobilizing ethnic identities” (2013:1065). She also emphasizes the importance of “intergenerational narratives of past cycles of violence” (Dragojevic 2013:1067). These two arguments
are connected in that Dragojevic concludes that inter-generational narratives are more vulnerable
to political mobilization efforts. If individuals are told this narrative by their parents or
grandparents, then they are more likely to recognize certain symbols from the narrative in their
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current situation. It should be noted that even though something happened a certain way in the
past does not mean it is going to happen that way currently. However political leaders can
manipulate the symbols of the past in order to make sure that people follow them. If people think
a particular situation is life threatening, then they are more likely to follow the political leader
who promises them safety. They want to avoid the same fate as their ancestors. To support her
argument, Dragojevic used the inter-generational memory of the WW II. She queried various
refugees in Serbia and nearly a third of them made reference to WW II and compared it to the
violence from the 1990’s. This result was possible because identity was being passed down
through families. Since this is the most common way identity is passed around, “similar patterns
of inter-generational memory transmission and identity formation may be found in other
contexts” (Dragojevic 2013:1066). Collective identity has been found in the descendants of
Holocaust survivors and in Palestinian refugees. It is therefore exceedingly possible to find it in
the people who survived the Bosnian war and elected to stay in the country.
The stories told to the younger generation, particularly when they are adolescents, can
have some profound effects. According to Elisabetta Crocetti, who works at the Research Centre
Adolescent Development at Utrecht University, and Rasa Erentaite and Rita Zukauskiene, both
of whom work at the Institute of Psychology at Mykolas Romeris University, adolescents with an
information-oriented style tended to be more civically engaged, while those with a normative or
diffuse-avoidant style showed low levels of civic engagement. Civic engagement is important
because it plays a role in building up a national identity. If adolescents “Pursue and life trajectory
marked by mutually beneficial person-context relationships that contribute to community and
civil society,” which essentially means that as children who are civically minded grow up they
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interact with their society in increasing beneficial ways (Crocetti, Erentaite, Zukauskiene
2014:1820). Without it, establishing a national identity becomes much harder. However civically
engaged does not mean politically engaged, as the authors found that very few adolescents were
involved in political groups in their study that was conducted with students from five different
high schools in northern Lithuania. Instead, what they found was that adolescents with an
information-oriented style tended to volunteer more. Their thoughts tended to drift more towards
their own goals and values. Normative adolescents however tended to focus more on family,
religion, and ethnic group to identify themselves. They were shown to be more closed to society
at large and less actively engaged. Those with a normative style reported “very close and
supportive family relationships” (Crocetti, Erentaite, Zukauskiene 2014:1819). This relates back
to Dragojevic’s argument. If members of a certain family were part of a tragic event, such as a
conflict, they would be less trusting of society. Since they would be less trusting of society, they
would draw closer to family and tell them stories about what they had been through to make sure
that it would not happen again. This would solidify family bonds as well as the bonds between
those who went through similar events. This suggests that the strong family relationships
associated with normative adolescents would develop ethnic identities to a greater degree than
nationalistic identities, and be less civically engaged.
Another study that confirms these results are the findings of Irma Clots-Figueras, who
works at the Department of Economics in Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, and Paolo Masella,
who works at the University of Sussex. Using survey data from Catalonia, they determined that
those people who were exposed to Catalan teaching longer developed stronger feelings of
Catalan. This was even true for those people who were not from the region (Clots-Figueras,
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Masella 2013:332). This supports Dragojevic’s argument with the intergenerational stories.
Children may identify with some tragedy or past incident, even if they never experience it for
themselves, because they have been taught in a certain environment conducive to identity
building. An environment that focuses on collective identity formation can, according to ClotsFigueras and Masella, lead individuals to develop strong identity with ethnic groups. They
determined that education programs have the possibly to overcome ethnic divides since these
bind people more closely to the community rather than individuals’ own perspectives (ClotsFigueras, Masella 2013:333).
Connected to this are the findings of Douglas Gibler, Marc Hutchison, and Steven Miller,
who show how more personal identities are created through threats. Gibler and Miller both work
at the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa while Hutchison is at the University of Rhode Island,
Kingston. Using survey data from 43 countries, their research showed that “individuals in
countries that are initiating territorial disputes are more likely to self-identify as members of a
particular ethnicity” (Gibler, Hutchison, Miller 2012:1169). This is due to political leaders
wanting to mobilize the people so that they will have the power to conquer territory. For the
states being targeted, national identity becomes stronger as the various rival groups would unite
against the common enemy. For these authors, whether a person identifies more with their
ethnic group or with the country depends on the external pressures put on them, which correlates
with what Dragojevic states as well as Luguri and Napier. Indeed, like Dragojevic, Gibler,
Hutchison and Miller point that “identity can be a key factor driving conflict…..that elites
construct or harden certain group identities” (2012:1168). Political leaders make territorial
problems ethnic issues in order to gain more support. The authors also found that ethic identities
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will change after a conflict, and that those who were closest to the conflict will have the most
severe changes as they were the ones most affected by the war. Their perceptions will shift and
change depending on how they interpret the war (Gibler, Hutchison, Miller 2012:1659).
Certainly there does not even have to be actual violence in order for ethnic identities to be
formed. According to Glenn Bowman, who is a professor of Socio-Historical Anthropology at
the University of Kent, a community can be brought into existence if members imagine a force
that is bent on their destruction (2014:152). This antagonism can cause the community to react
with violence in order to defend its territory, which can further increase ethnic identity as noted
by Gibler, Hutchison, and Miller. Like the other authors, Bowman also states that, “Collective
perceptions of another’s antagonism are often overdetermined, either by historical memory or
political manipulation” (Bowman 2014:152). Using the case studies of the former Yugoslavia
and the formation of the State of Israel, the Bowman rests their argument on the idea that when a
community decides to fight against the other that is when ethnic identity is solidified. The “us
against them mentality” is very strong at this point. Therefore, like Gibler, Hutchison, and
Miller, Bowman agrees that conflict precedes the formation of ethnic identity. However Bowman
mentions that this is tenuous at best, only working as long as the political leader has the popular
consensus of the ethnic group. As long as the leader does, then he or she holds tremendous
amounts of power (Bowman 2014:161). Ethnic identity is therefore only one part in the grander
conflict. Another factor that goes alongside ethnic tensions is that it also takes a leader who is
willing to raise ethnic tensions. Once those tensions are raised, it is difficult to bring them down
again, though it is possible.
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Priscilla Yamin at the University of Oregon focuses on how political institutions shape
and are shaped by identity. According to her, “identities play a role in the production,
maintenance and transformation of institutions (Yamin 2013:237). While Yamin focuses on the
institution of marriage and how it is a political institution that is determined in part by identity,
her thesis can be applied to any sort of institution within the community, such as the welfare
state, the military, and the legal system. In the case of Bosnia it can be applied to the Dayton
Accords or various political parties, which showcase how those institutions affect the population
but also how the population can change and mold those ethnic institutions. Identity can be used
as a lens to evaluate the relationship between society and institutions. Extended institutions can
be used to help develop collective identities but by the same extension they can also be used to
isolate groups within the system (Yamin 2013:238). Ethnic groups can therefore also use
institutions for their own purposes, to establish either unity or separation, as with Bowman’s idea
that leaders can shape political institutions for their own benefit, which would therefore in part
define the community they are trying to influence. This can potentially lead to conflict erupting,
as problems with identity usually do not resolve themselves if the institutions set up focus on
disunity.
Femke Sonnenschein from Radboud University in the Netherlands brings up the notion of
multiple identifications. Though she mostly focused on Kurdish immigrants in Istanbul, the
theory of multiple identifications can be applied to any ethnic identity. The theory is divided into
three main components. First, Sonnenschein points to differences with others and therefore a
creation of a self that is separate from other identities but similar to other people. Essentially this
type of identification recognizes both the sameness and differences one has in comparison to
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others (Sonnenschein 2013:381). Second, Sonnenschein argues that people have multiple
identities that can be applied to different situations. People’s identity changes with the
circumstances surrounding them (Sonnenschein 2013:381). Third, the term identification focuses
on the idea that identity is never a fixed concept but a relational one that changes and is flexible.
Identities are always under construction (Sonnenschein 2013:380). In terms of ethnic conflict the
first component is perhaps the most important as the identification of differences can easily lead
to violence under certain circumstances.
Naomi Levy from Santa Clara University takes it a step further, applying those ideas to
the act of peace building in Bosnia. She argues that peacebuilding projects must be understood in
terms of identity. Peacebuilders need to pay attention to the multiple sources of identity from
which individuals draw from in order to understand both the world and themselves (Levy
2014:69). From field research in educational reform, Levy came to the conclusion that after
Dayton, peace builders have both entrenched ethnic identities, through creating Dayton and also
through Dayton pointed out the distinctiveness of the ethnic identities (Levy 2014:69). Peace
builders have helped maintain the ethnic differences that were established during the war. This
leads to the issue where tensions and controversy are on the rise rather than reconciliation and
peace. Instead of bringing ethnic groups together, peace builders have set them more at odds
which can increase the risk of conflict.
4.3 Conflict
When problems with identity come up, conflict usually emerges. According to David
Lake, who is a Professor of Political Science at the University of California San Diego, and
Donald Rothchild, who is a Professor of Political Science at the University of California Davis,
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ethnic conflict is caused by “collective fears of the future” (Lake, Rothchild 1996:41). When an
ethnic group feels that there is a threat, even if that threat is not legitimate, then there is a
potential for violence. Political leaders can then come in and build upon these fears for their own
gain, which coincides with Bowman and Gibler, Hutchison, and Miller’s findings. However,
Lake and Rothchild argue that ethnic conflict results from underlying security dilemmas, which
means that leaders take advantage of these fears but they do not create them. Therefore according
to Lake and Rothchild ethnic conflict can be managed but it cannot be resolved as it is a
continuing process with no end solution (Lake, Rothchild 1996:42).
Indeed the role of ethno nationalism in conflict can often result in disunity once the war
has reached a conclusion. According to Karin Dyrstad at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology & Centre for the Study of Civil War, ethno nationalism plays a strategic part in
civil war. Dyrstad looked at survey data from the Yugoslavia republics in 1989, shortly before
the outbreak of war, and again looked at survey data in 2003. She determined that ethno
nationalism does not necessarily increase with civil war, as it did not do so in Croatia or in
Kosovo where ethno nationalism was high both before and after the war (Drystad 2012:819).
However in Bosnia there was a rise in ethno nationalism when compared to before the war. This
she contributes to the nature of the conflict in Bosnia. The war raged all across the country and
everyone got dragged into the conflict. Therefore ethnic nationalism was higher in Bosnia since
there was more involvement with the conflict, since it was not isolated to a particular area
(Drystad 2012:825). The determination was that conflict does further, to some extent, the rise of
ethno nationalism but there are other contributing factors as well.
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There are many reasons for ethnic conflict but there are also several potential solutions to
ethnic conflict. For Chaim Kaufmann, in the Department of International Relations at Lehigh
University, the solution of ethnic wars cannot be determined by what caused the ethnic conflict.
Instead he offers a theory on how wars end focused on two different insights. Like Bowman and
others in his camp, Kaufmann focuses on the trend of hyper-nationalist rhetoric, usually spewed
by political leaders who want to encourage conflict, which harden national identities (Kaufmann
1996:137). The second insight focuses on settlement patterns. According to Kaufmann,
intermingled populations create security dilemmas that intensify violence, motivate ethnic
cleansing, and prevent the de-escalation of the conflict until the two groups are completely
separate from each other. He concludes that because of this, “restoring civil politics in multi
ethnic states shattered by war is impossible because war itself destroys the possibility for ethnic
cooperation” (Kaufmann 1996:137). He therefore recommends that the various ethnic groups
that fought in the conflict should be separated into different enclaves as separation diminishes
both incentives for conflict as well as opportunity for future war. Therefore attempts by
international communities to restore prewar multiethnic nations should be abandoned. The focus
should instead be on creating national homelands with the sovereignty of the nation that broke
out into ethnic conflict being a secondary goal.
Cillian McGrattan at the University of Ulster forwards a different point of view on how
to treat societies after an intense ethnic conflict. He focuses on the historical narratives of the
past and suggests that societies would be better off by fencing in or framing their historical
narratives of the past in different terms (McGrattan 2012:390). Fencing involves the
identification of common elements within a shared society as well as the warding off of other
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elements. A shared basis in a fenced off history, where certain elements have been chosen is
needed in order to achieve a political polarity. This would not only involve simply rewriting
history but rather also focusing on representing it in a different light which does not stress the
ethnic differences. Essentially it would be history making with the goal of creating peace
between ethnic groups, a way of rewriting identities themselves (McGrattan 2012:390).
McGrattan believes that this would foster peace and democracy. The discussion itself about the
reorganization of history would open up ideas of reconciliation and broach the divides between
ethnic groups. For when identities are rewritten, then the divides would no longer exist but rather
be part of this created narrative that people can draw upon (McGrattan 2012:390).
Focusing on the aspect of security dilemmas and applying them to recently created ethnic
groups, Barry Posen from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, like Kaufmann, suggests that
there are several factors that could intensify the security dilemma, which would cause a
breakdown in government that can result in conflict (Posen 1993:28). As a realist, he places a lot
of emphasis on the dynamics of power between various groups and also focuses on the security
issue. When ethnic nationalism is particularly strong within a nation, then the security dilemma
becomes even more of a problem. Ethnic groups may not know the difference between offensive
and defensive maneuvers by what is considered the enemy which can result in uncertainty. This
becomes more of a problem, Posen argues, when the offensive side of one group in conflict is
stronger than the defensive side of operations (Posen 1993:29). Another factor is uneven
development within government structures between the two groups. When on group is
developing faster than the other that Posen states that the chance for conflict increases (Posen
1993:29).
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4.4 Bosnia
Vedran Džihić, who is an assistant professor in the Institute for Political Sciences at the
University of Vienna, argues that the Dayton Peace Accords have resulted in an unstable
government that is basically an electoral ethnocracy (Džihić 2012:330). He bases this assertion
on three factors, “structural problems of the constitution agreed to at Dayton and the resulting
dysfunctional government, a permanent political crisis based on the instrumentalization of ethnonationalism paired with prolonged socio-economic problems,” saying that the combination of
these three factors results in hybrid form of government (Džihić 2012:330). He also argues that
this results in a deep mistrust between citizens and the political elite, which results in low levels
of participation in the government. Džihić also brings up the socioeconomic condition of the
country, outlining how weak democracy has helped create and maintain the socioeconomic
problems that Bosnia is dealing with (Džihić 2012:331). Basing his research both on scholarly
review as well as interviews of several different actors within Bosnia conducted over the span of
five years, he comes to the conclusion that Dayton weakens the process of democracy building in
Bosnia significantly.
This conclusion is also supported by Robert Ivie, from the Department of
Communication and Culture at Indiana University, and Timothy Waters, who is at the Maurer
School of Law at Indiana University. Ivie and Waters came to the conclusion that Dayton has
also weakened democracy building, not because of the nature of Dayton but because it is not
based on common ground (Ivie, Waters 2010:451). Their thesis revolves around symbolic
capital and how it can be used to bind societies together. Numerous factors such as common
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language, EU integration, and economic development as well as cultural factors are examples of
potential symbolic capital and can be used as common linkages in Bosnia. They go on to
conclude that Bosnia lacks the symbolic capital that is the necessary basis of society, and that it
would be more beneficial to Bosnians if they separated into different communities (Ivie, Waters
2010:461). Ivie and Waters argue that Dayton was created “with little reference to the actual
wishes of the population (Ivie, Waters 2010:461). Like Džihić, Ivie and Waters agree that
Dayton entrenches the three main ethnic identities into the government, though the latter argue
that Dayton does not have much greater support among Eastern Serbs as they call for Republika
Srpska to separate from Bosnia (Ivie, Waters 2015:458). However, they are slightly more
hopeful about the future of Bosnia stating that, “Establishing political communities in reimagined borders may work to transform ethnic antagonists into agonistic neighbors,” (Ivie,
Waters 2010:462). Essentially what this means is that if Bosnians can either move past Dayton or
use Dayton to develop and form separate communities, with borders that represent those
communities, then there is a chance that they could start to perceive the other ethnic groups in a
more neutral light. This stands in contrast with Džihić’s more negative view which suggests that
as long as Dayton remains a part of Bosnia then the country is going to remained trapped in
stagnation and failing democracy.
Perhaps the best example of attempted reunification, or rather the failure of reunification
between the two ethnic groups, in this case Croats and Bosniaks, is the Mostar Gymnasium, as
detailed by Azra Hromadzic of Syracuse University. She argues that through segregation the
Croatian community has been able to protect itself from outside forces (Hromadzic 2008:553).
However the school has taken steps to desegregate, allowing Bosniaks and Croats to share the
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same school but take separate classes in different languages on different subjects. This protects
the ethnic communities at the expense of segregating youth, who are already struggling in a
country trying to develop a democracy (Hromadzic 2008:542). Hromadzic mentions that this
polarizes the youth and that in long run it will not help develop a national identity, nor a
functioning democracy in the near future. The search for segregated autonomy has taken
precedence over any attempted creation of a national identity within the country.
Another example of school reunification, also of Bosniak and Croat students, is detailed
by A.D. Tveit, D.L. Cameron, and V.B. Kovac who are from the University of Norway. The
students examined attended different classes and had a different curriculum but shared the same
school building. The authors found that Bosniaks had a higher sense of being Bosnian while
Croat students were more uneasy about their identity, trying to balance living in Bosnia with
staying loyal to their roots in Croatia (Tveit, Cameron, Kovac 2014:103). This is further
complicated by the fact that according to the authors, there were feelings of discriminatory
attitudes, differences in power as well as economic resources (Tveit, Cameron, Kovac 2014:104).
Since the students were still separated, they developed different ethnic identities despite the fact
that they shared the same school building. Therefore these authors come to the same conclusion
that Hromadzic did, namely that students should merge into the same classroom since continued
segregation would hinder the development of democracy in Bosnia in the future (Tveit,
Cameron, Kovac 2014:108). Indeed it is projects like Mladi Most, as mentioned by Steve Gillard
from the University of London, which can be used to help form cohesion between the youth of
various ethnic groups. Identities are negotiated and renegotiated as people interact with one
another. When involved with a youth reconciliation project such as Mladi Most, identities
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become renegotiated under very different lines. As Gillard notes, these sorts of ventures and
grassroots projects can help promote peace building by fostering cohesion across ethnic
identities. However in order for grassroots organizations to work, there needs to be some sort of
framework for which it can work in.
4.5 Democracy and Nationalism
One of the large questions becomes how to build up a democracy and also a united
national identity. According to Peter Catterall of Queen Mary University of London, it is not
possible to build up a strong democracy without a national identity. He defines democratization
as one of many globalizing processes that have a wide range of effects on states as well as
national identities. The argument he puts out is that without a firm national base, democratization
cannot occur as there needs to be a sense of trust and community within the state (Catterall 2011:
329). However he also notes that globalization actually strengthens national identities since
national identities act as a sort of defense mechanism against globalization. In other words with
the pressures of globalization, there is an increase in nationalism as can be seen in both the postSoviet countries as well as former colonies in Africa. Therefore, according to Catterall,
globalization decreases state building but increases the formation of national identities as they try
to define themselves in terms of what they are not. The states that they form tend to be “rested on
fragile, incomplete and exclusionary nation-building processes,” (Catterall 2011:331).
However as seen in Bosnia according to Vedran Dzihic and Angela Wieser, both of
whom work at the University of Vienna, the EU and in particular EU conditionality does not
hold any positive effect on Bosnia. Their argument is that because of Dayton, and how it
promotes ethnic groups, EU conditionality, since it works through leaders which in the case of
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Bosnia would be the ethnic elite would have little to no effect in democratizing Bosnia (Dzihic,
Wieser 2011:1807). Dzihic and Wieser argue that EU conditions actually hold very little
incentive for elites to reform, giving that they only achieve the bare minimum of reforms without
actually making any substantial changes. The citizens’ viewpoint of the process of entering the
EU is also not taken into account, and according to Dzihic and Wieser they have a limited role in
the process of reforms due to the nature of the Bosnian government (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1807).
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Chapter 5. Methods
The study follows a mixed methodology, although more qualitative in nature. The first
data collected will be both quantitative and qualitative. This data will be used to help inform the
second round of data collection which will be entirely qualitative.

5.1 Research Question


How closely are Bosnian university students identifying with specific religious and ethnic
identities and what influences their political identity?

5.2 Participants
All the participants of the study were college students from international based
universities in Bosnia Herzegovina. There were initially 121 participants in the sample but after
eliminating those who were not citizens of Bosnia Herzegovina, those who did not fall in the
target age range of 18 to 25, and those with missing data, the sample size was made up of 103
individuals. The participants were from all across Bosnia, but mostly from the Federation which
resulted in Bosniaks dominating the sample at 76%. The sample was 56% male while the rest
were female. Table one presents the demographic information regarding the ethnic breakdown
by the size of the participants’ hometown and gender
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Table 1. Ethnicity by Hometown Size and Gender of the Sample

Village

Ethnicity
Bosniak
Croat
Serb
Bosniak & Croat
Bosniak, Croat & Serb
Other - Bosnian
Other
Totals

Small Town

City

Totals

Male
3
0
0
0
1
0
0

Female
2
0
0
1
0
0
0

Male
9
0
3
0
2
0
0

Female
12
1
0
0
1
0
0

Male
28
0
0
1
2
7
2

Female
24
0
0
0
0
0
4

4

3

14

14

40

28

78
1
3
2
6
7
6
103

The participants were enrolled in a variety of different majors as shown in Figure 1.

Major
2

7

Information Technology

12

Business & Economics

43

Graphic & Modern Arts
International Law

17
Political Science & International
Relations
Science & Engineering

22

Figure 1. Breakdown of the Participants by Major
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5.3 Data Collection
Data was collected using a survey, two interviews as well as a focus group. The survey
consisted of nine demographic questions and seven questions that used a Likert scale of one
(strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree) to collect information about how religious a
participant was, whether they favored European Union membership for Bosnia, whether they
identified more as a member of their ethnic group or as a citizen of Bosnia, if they felt more
comfortable being with members of their own ethnic group, and how they felt about the
government of Bosnia, the government of the Federation, and the government of the Republika
Srpska. Additionally, there was a question asking if a participant would be willing to be
interviewed and three open-ended questions asking what they thought the future held for Bosnia,
what they thought the “perfect” future would be for their country, and what their future plans
were.
The survey was loaded onto Survey Monkey and the link was distributed through
contacts at the two universities. The survey was sent out to students at both of these universities,
as well as a different campus of the one university. In total the survey was sent to three different
campuses, two of which were located in or near Sarajevo while the other was located in Tuzla,
which is located in northeast Bosnia in an area that is part of the Federation. Completing the
survey was mostly voluntary although in one case the survey was actually an assignment for a
class and they were required to fill it out.
Interviewees were chosen based on the qualitative open-ended responses that they gave
on the survey. The ones with the longer and interesting answers were contacted to see if they
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would be available for an interview. However due to time constraints on both the interviewer’s
and interviewees’ part, since the interviewer was only there for roughly a week and had arrived
on the weekend of a Serbian holiday, only two interviews were able to be conducted. The
interviews were conducted with a female Bosniak and a male Serb, though he did not recognize
himself as such. The format of the interviews was open ended with the only protocol being that
the first question inquired about their political identity. The interviews took place in a café
located in the same building as one of the universities which the students were from. Located in
the city of Sarajevo, the café was a common meeting place for college students, thereby
providing a comfortable atmosphere for the interviews. The interviews took place in the early
morning and extended into the early afternoon. While it was relatively noisy it eased
conversation for the interviewees as they were used to the Bosnian café culture.
A focus group was set up at one university due to the fortunate coincidence of being able
to attend a talk there given by the author’s father, Ambassador Jonathan Moore, on the 20th
anniversary of the Dayton Peace Accords. The focus group was made up of those who
volunteered to participate, and therefore the interviewer had no choice regarding the makeup of
the focus group which was predominately Bosniak. The focus group took place later in the
afternoon within the university, which was located just outside of the city of Sarajevo. It was
conducted over lunch, which eased the dialogue as Bosnians usually communicate over food.
Likewise it was somewhat noisy but given the circumstances, that was preferable.
5.4 Relationships
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The author lived in Sarajevo for three years, from 2009 to 2012, however I did not have a
relationship with any of the participants. However, having lived in the culture did allow me to
understand how to approach my participants and to make them comfortable. In terms of gaining
access, I was able to use the connections available to my father who is the current head of the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe Mission to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
5.5 Data Analysis
The quantitative data was analyzed mostly using descriptive statistics and with some chisquared tests, which were performed in SPSS. Chi-square tests were chosen as the inferential
method because the data did not meet the assumptions for ANOVA or regression analysis. The
small sample size also limited the number of chi squared tests and some manipulation of the data
was necessary to meet the requirements for the test.
The transcripts of the interviews and focus groups along with the responses from the
survey (see appendices A, B, C, D, E, F, G) were used to perform analysis on the qualitative
data. The first step in the analysis of the data was to perform open coding that was descriptive in
nature. The coding was used to detect themes regarding political identity and what was
influencing said identity. The second step involved using value coding (Saldaña, 2009) that
looked specifically for value statements that might uncover potential predictors and influencers
of political identity. Last, the codes and the themes were analyzed looking for patterns.
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6. Results
Analysis of the results of the survey and the transcripts offers insights into how these
young Bosnians identified themselves and the world around them. Looking at both quantitative
and qualitative data, certain trends become evident in the data. These trends focus on the
religiousness of individuals and how the greater religiousness means that they relate less to a
national identity. Through analyzing the transcripts it can be seen that religiousness in terms of
belongingness is passed mostly through families, with the other themes intertwining. Therefore
Bosnian identity is a complex matter determined by a variety of factors and not just a single
source, say family. However, there is some cause for hope for the future as the greater theme of
youth becomes clear as well as their desire for improvement in the country.
6.1 Quantitative Results
Descriptive statistics and chi-squared tests of independence were used to analyze the
quantitative data. Chi-squared tests were chosen because the data did not meet the assumption of
linearity in order to perform ANOVA or regression analysis.
6.1.1 Descriptive Statistics
The survey asked the participants several questions in order to examine how they were
identifying and if religion played a large role in their life and thereby their identity. The results
are displayed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Result of Identity Questions and their Influencers
Survey Question

I am very religious.

I feel most
comfortable being
with people of my
own ethnic group.

My identity as a
member of my
ethnic group is far
stronger than my
identity of being a
citizen of Bosnia.

Strongly Disagree

15.5%

26.2%

28.2%

Disagree

11.7%

24.3%

20.4%

Neither Disagree or
Agree

30.1%

35.9%

37.9%

Agree

30.1%

12.6%

9.7%

Strongly Agree

12.6%

1.0%

3.9%

Participant Answer

The survey also inquired into their political feelings in regard to their current government and
how they felt about joining the European Union. These results are presented in Table 2. As can
be seen the vast majority of participants are overwhelming negative about the current
governments in Bosnia at both the state and entity levels and the majority do favor joining the
European Union
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Table 2. Result of Questions about Government in Bosnia and EU hopes
Survey Question
I think the
current
government of
Participant Answer
Bosnia and
Herzegovina is
doing a good job.

I think the
current
government of
the Federation of
Bosnia and
Herzegovina is
doing a good job.

I think the
current
government of
the Republika
Srpska is doing a
good job.

Strongly Disagree

68.0%

62.1%

65.4%

Disagree

24.3%

28.2%

18.4%

Neither Disagree
or Agree

5.8%

7.8%

16.5%

Agree

1.9%

1.9%

-

-

-

-

Strongly Agree

I would be
very happy
to see Bosnia
join the EU
8.7%
3.9%
28.2%
36.9%
22.3%
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The participants were also asked what source they used most to obtain their news. These results
are shown in figure 3. The category of other consists mainly of getting news from professors,
friends and family. As can be seen, the majority of news is obtained from internet based sources
which are less likely to be tiled toward a certain ethnic perspective rather than traditional local
media such as television, radio, and newspapers.

Source for News
3.90%

1.00%

5.80%
Internet, Unspecified
6.80%

Social Media
Newspapers

6.80%

TV
Other

8.70%
62.00%

Internet, local portals
International Media Sources

Figure 3. Participants’ main source for news

Cross tabulations were performed to look at trends in the data across the different survey
questions. When looking at ethnicity in comparison with how participants identify most relate to
some degree to being a citizen of Bosnia, but only for Bosniaks do you see a few participants
have a strong ethnic tie, see table 4.
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Table 4. Comparison of ethnicity to political identity

Bosniak

Croat

Ethnicity
Serb

Mixed

Other

Strongly
Bosnian

19

0

0

4

6

Bosnian

17

0

0

1

3

Equally Bosnian
& Ethnic Group

30

1

3

2

3

Ethnic Group

8

0

0

1

1

Strongly Ethnic
Group

4

0

0

0

0

Identity

To further look at the data in terms of ethnicity, a comparison was done between ethnic group
and degree of religiousness, as religion is the main factor that defines the ethnic groups. As
shown in Table 5, it is only in the participants with mixed ethnicity that there are no respondents
indicating religious or strongly religious leanings, however the sample size is too small to draw
any reliable conclusions from this.
Table 5. Comparison of degree of religiousness to ethnicity

Bosniak

Croat

Ethnicity
Serb

Mixed

Other

Strongly not
religious

8

0

0

4

4

Not religious

8

0

0

1

3

Somewhat
religious

23

0

2

3

3

Religious

28

0

1

0

2

Strongly
Religious

11

1

0

0

1

Identity
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6.1.2 Differential Statistics and Inferential Analysis
In order to look for influencers on identity, cross tabulations were done comparing
religiousness, comfort with other ethnic groups, and gender. In terms of inferential analysis the
small sample size and the lack of linearity in the data limited the tests that could be performed.
Chi squared tests were chosen to surmount the linearity problem but the sample size was an issue
because low expected counts in many cells. The problem was overcome by condensing some of
the survey categories, strongly disagree and disagree were combined and strongly agree and
agree were made into one, for identity and degree of religiousness. With this adjustment an
acceptable level of less than 20% of the expected counts being below five and all above 1.0 for
girds bigger than two by two was achieved to test the influencers of identity from Tables 6, 8 and
10.
Table 6 presents the results from the cross tabulation looking at the degree of
religiousness and political identity.
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Table 6. Comparison of degree of religiousness to identity

Identity
Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic
Group

Ethnic
Group

Strongly
Ethnic
Group

2

2

1

2

1

0

0

8

9

14

0

0

Religious

3

4

19

4

1

Strongly
Religious

1

3

3

4

2

Identity

Strongly
Bosnian

Bosnian

Strongly not
religious

8

3

Not religious

9

Somewhat
religious

As table 6 gives the indication of a possible trend between the degree of religiousness and
political identity a chi squared test was performed. The chi squared test for identity and degree of
religiousness was significant, χ2 (4, N = 103) = 26.67, p < .05, as these variables are not
independent but have a relationship. The Cramer’s V = .36 indicating that the degree of
religiousness has a moderate effect on identity. The results are presented in table 7.
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Table 7
Results of Chi-square Test and Descriptive Statistics for Degree of Religiousness by Political
Identity
Political Identity
Religiousness

Bosnian

Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group

Not Religious

22 (21%)

3 (3%)

3 (3%)

Somewhat Religious

17 (16%)

14 (14%)

0 (0%)

Religious

11 (11%)

22 (21%)

11 (11%)

Note.  = 26.67*, df = 4. Numbers in parentheses indicate column percentages.
2

*p < .05
Table 8 presents the results from the cross tabulation looking at the degree of comfort
with other ethnic groups and political identity.
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Table 8. Comparison of degree of comfort with other ethnic groups to identity

Identity

Strongly
comfortable with
other ethnic
groups
Comfortable
with other ethnic
groups
Somewhat
comfortable with
other ethnic
groups
More
comfortable with
own ethnic
group
Most
comfortable with
own ethnic
group t

Identity
Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic
Group

Ethnic
Group

Strongly
Ethnic
Group

10

1

1

9

7

4

0

10

8

17

1

1

1

2

4

4

2

0

0

1

0

0

Strongly
Bosnian

Bosnian

13

2

5

As table 8 gives the indication of a possible trend between the degree of comfort with
other ethnic groups and political identity a chi squared test was performed. The chi squared test
for identity and comfort with other ethnic groups was significant, χ2 (4, N = 103) = 14.51, p <
.05, as these variables are not independent but have a relationship. The Cramer’s V = .27
indicating that the degree of comfort has a moderate effect on identity but less than that of the
degree of religiousness. The results are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9
Results of Chi-square Test and Descriptive Statistics for Degree of Comfort with Other Ethnic
Groups by Political Identity
Political Identity
Degree of Comfort with
Other Ethnic Groups

Bosnian

Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group

Comfortable

29 (28%)

17 (16%)

6 (6%)

Somewhat Comfortable

18 (17%)

17 (17%)

2 (2%)

Less Comfortable

3 (3%)

5 (5%)

6 (6%)

Note. 2 = 14.51*, df = 4. Numbers in parentheses indicate column percentages.
*p < .05

Table 10 presents the results from the cross tabulation looking at gender and political
identity.
Table 10. Comparison of gender to identity

Strongly
Bosnian

Bosnian

Male

18

14

Identity
Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic
Group
20

Female

11

7

19

Identity

Ethnic
Group

Strongly
Ethnic
Group

2

4

8

0

As table 10 gives the indication of a possible trend between the degree of comfort with
other ethnic groups and political identity a chi squared test was performed. The chi squared test
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for identity and gender was also significant, χ2 (2, N = 103) = 6.0, p < .05, as these variables are
not independent but have a relationship. The Cramer’s V = .24 indicating that gender has a small
to moderate effect on identity but less than that of either the degree of religiousness or comfort
with other ethnic groups. The results are presented in Table 11.
Table 11
Results of Chi-square Test and Descriptive Statistics for Gender by Political Identity
Political Identity
Degree of Comfort with
Other Ethnic Groups

Bosnian

Equally
Bosnian &
Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group

Male

20 (20%)

19 (18%)

19 (18%)

Female

8 (8%)

12 (12%)

25 (24%)

Note. 2 = 6.0*, df = 2. Numbers in parentheses indicate column percentages.
*p < .05

6.2 Qualitative Results
Through analyzing the transcripts of the interviews and the focus groups as well as the
qualitative answers provided on the survey, three clear themes came out. Those themes are time,
outlook, and belongingness. In the case of time the category is referring to either a viewpoint
towards the future, focusing on the country moving forward, away from the war and the previous
ethnic divides, or looking towards the past with an emphasis on the conflict, ethnic divides, and
the current stagnation that Bosnia is locked in, with a thinking that Bosnia was better in the past
when it was a part of Yugoslavia than it is currently. Students usually exhibit either a future or a
past orientation, not both. An example of future looking can be found in interview one with the
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interviewee stating, “I see myself more as a citizen of this country and I would to me personally
it would be the perfect idea is the… to see this country move forwards.” In interview two there
is an example of the past view as stated here, “After the war, I mean when this was Yugoslavia,
my mother told me it was Yugoslavia most of the people, 90% of the people I mean had jobs.
There was no corruption, everyone had great salaries, everyone had great apartments, no one was
complaining about work, no one was lazy.” Both of these trends can also be seen in the various
participants in the focus group particularly in participant three who showcased in this quote that
the war still plays a large role, “How can someone who lost their parents in the war forget the
war?” Later she also states, “How can someone move on when they lost everything?” Participant
five has the opposite outlook as showcased in this quote, “You can’t forget it but you can move
it….. The war’s not responsible for everything that has happened.” These future or past stances
however do not determine how they view the country of Bosnia. That is determined by the theme
of outlook.
An interviewee’s outlook refers to whether or not a person has an optimistic outlook on
the country’s future, and whether they view people and society in a positive light. Interviewees
with a pessimistic outlook on the country, its people, and its government, see no hope for
improvement for Bosnia. As can be seen in the qualitative answers on the survey to the question
of “what do you think the future holds for Bosnia” (see appendix E), the results run along the
spectrum and it can be used to draw conclusions as it can show a trend of attitude development
either positively, or negatively. The spectrum goes from “Hopefully bright future, it really
depends on how many people will stay in country and how many will go work abroad,” to
“There is no future for Bosnia and Herzegovina.” There is also a middle ground as a lot of the
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responses are usually in the range of, “With current government - nothing! But if are on their
places some younger and smarter people, us, like country, can be very strong and better.” In
terms of outlook, the participants range all along the spectrum with most settling in somewhere
in the middle, sharing the common view point stands that Bosnia’s future is dismal if the
government does not change. However if the government does change, then there is great hope
for Bosnia.
These different outlooks can be seen in the interviews and focus group as well. In
interview one the person stresses a positive outlook, stating, “Well I do want to hope. So I don’t
want to think about the negative futures or anything or want to image it. And I really don’t think
that especially… I have faith in the young people and the young generation.” In the second
interview the outlook is almost the complete opposite, having a very pessimistic stance on
Bosnia. When asked if the system would change if the three presidents were replaced,
interviewee two answered, “No it will continue because if you’re in politics, if you’re in some
sort of politics party, it doesn’t matter what your personality is, you just do what they tell you to
do. If they tell you to cut wages in some company, it doesn’t matter if it is wrong or right.”
Interviewee two also elaborates on his pessimism, saying that, “Yeah. You’re actually trapped.
You can’t do what you want.” The focus group also contains both sides of the spectrum with
participant five stating, “We are a great people growing. There are great people some years going
to be with this impression. If they keep on they will be sitting on top.” Participant one stands
more in the middle of the spectrum stating both, “I believe that the leaders, they don’t actually
have the motivation to make Bosnia part of the EU. If Bosnia applied for the membership to the
EU then the practice will start. The ball will spin on. All things will be on public.” However he
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states later on in the transcript, “I need a lot of youth people who are… who did already in their
lives much more things than some politicians do in their whole career.” Participant five rests on
the other end of the spectrum, stating that “That it is in the fabric of the system that predates
Dayton. If you look at any communism country, it’s corrupt. And Yugoslavia was not immune to
that. Furthermore there are many tendencies that were acquired from the former Yugoslavia
here.” Participant five also further elaborates the pessimistic perspective by saying “In this
present time there neither the political will nor the popular will for such reforms. And it’s very
hard for most of us to look at the situation objectively.”
Both the themes of time and outlook showcase how the participants view Bosnia. The last
theme of belongingness relates to how the participants view themselves and has a wide variety of
influences, most importantly family. These influential factors in turn shape how participants
view themselves in relation to each other as well as society at large. In general the participants
either tended to view themselves as part of a large group, in this case the group is called youth,
or as part of a minority. Interviewee one clearly relates herself to the youth as stated by, “Youth
actually have something to do and that are willing to do something and are sick and tired of the
things the way they are now.” The category of youth also comes up in many of the survey
answers such as “As they say: "Future belongs to young people", so our government should
focus more on creating better opportunities for our citizens, so that young and educated people
would not leave our country, in hope to find better future,” and also seen in “I think that the
young generation will change something, and we as a young generation must be the change that
BiH [Bosnia and Herzegovina] needs.” Interview two expresses a different view in which the
interviewee identifies himself as part of a minority, as can be seen in his statement that “I don’t
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belong to either of the groups because I’m a Bosnian atheist. So I get classified as the rest of the
population. So actually I am a minority here.” He further elaborates that “Also I don’t have a lot
of friends here because I belong to the minority. No one wants to hang out with me because they
are great Muslims and I’m not.”
Along with these two groups of belongingness there are other sub factors that contribute
to how they see themselves. Perhaps the largest factor that contributes to belongingness is
family. If a family is more ethnically driven than the child is more likely to be ethnically
inclined, following the family trend. On the other hand if the family has a global perspective or a
non-ethnic bent than the child may be more globally minded. As mentioned in the first interview,
“I definitely think I would identify myself as Bosniak because I was born here and I was born
into a Muslim family so that’s the only reason for that.” The second interview also exhibits the
role that family has played, “My family, for example, like for 200 years they were communists,
atheists. No one was religious in my family.” He mentioned previously that “Well my mother,
I’ve heard everything from my mother [who] told me what happened in the war”. The factor of
family is also brought up in the focus group with participant one mentioning, “So as a first factor
of socialization we can mention families. And for me personally my family influenced my way
of thinking, my way of living the person that I am right now.” Participant three also states,
“There is tradition and there is families which together go into one society.” Participant five also
brings up the effect family had on their lives noting that, “So I say my family which is impacted
by the socioeconomic conditions that are in the country but the world leads to my political
opinions.” It stands out that family is the main way people define themselves with other minor
definitions being history which participant three brings out, “But when you see it through our
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history, we’re a part of huge empires which left traces in our culture.” Religion only plays a role
when it passes through families. Families are the center of the identity and pass on their ideas
about the world, Bosnia, and ethnicity to their children as it became clear in the transcripts.
Therefore belongingness as a category is determined by family, and therefore outlook and time
also stem from family traditions as evident by the fact that many people emphasize the power
family has on their ways of thinking.
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7. Discussion
Bosnia is a country with crippling flaws caused both by the war that ravaged the nation as
well as the Dayton Peace Accords which brought the war to the end. Stuck in an ethnocracy,
Bosnia is a nation which at first glance seems to have a bleak future ahead of it. However there is
some hope. After conducting a survey as well as interviews, it becomes apparent that young
people in Bosnia are tired of the system and want to see it changed, but there is also a problem of
brain drain. Many of the young people who want to see change in Bosnia are leaving the country,
a lot of them without the intention of returning. Due to this Bosnia is stuck in a cycle where the
government continues to be divided by ethnicity as the population, fueled by ethnic nationalist
leaders, continue to vote for the same corrupt political leaders due to the fear and hatred of other
ethnic groups. However if the majority of the youth manifest the same kinds of attitudes
displayed by most of the participants in my study, and if these young people elect to stay in
Bosnia or return to the country, they will be in a better position to make changes and form bonds
between ethnic groups. As it currently stands, without the efforts young people who are willing
to compromise and are tired of the old ways, Bosnia is going to remain politically stagnant
without any hope for change or improvement.
Bosnia is a struggling democracy living with a legacy of war. The war destroyed any
sense of nationalism and Dayton has left the country unable to rebuild it. Dayton has made it so
that it is more advantageous for politicians to use ethnic divides rather than compromise in order
to stay in power, which is not helped by the fact that there is low political participation and high
cynicism (Džihić, pg. 330). This is confirmed by the survey results where 68% strongly disagree
that the Bosnia government as a whole is doing a good job. Negative opinions of the government
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abound as can also be seen in the second interviewee’s statement that “We have three presidents
who don’t do anything.” It is not a surprise then that the question of legitimacy of the Bosnian
government comes up, with arguments about whether or not Bosnia even has a legitimate system
of government set up as can be seen in the focus group discussion. This is also confirmed by
Berg who mentions that in 2009 55% of Bosnian inhabitants believed that ethnic relations would
improve significantly if all ethnic groups in Bosnia had their own separate territories (Berg
2012:1283). While this may seem like a possible solution, and indeed many scholars would agree
with it, it would also mean the end for Bosnia as a country. That is not even noting the fact that
the Dayton Accords would not allow for such an act and would require the agreement of all three
presidents of Bosnia, which we can safely say would never occur.
While secession is not a viable solution, there is another potential solution to Bosnia’s
problem of entrenched ethnic divisions. Looking at the interviews and the focus group as well as
the qualitative answers, it seems that most Bosnian youth are open to bridging the ethnic divide
and are more willing to define themselves as Bosnian or as the youth of the country, with the
exception of only one participant (interviewee two). The quantitative data does to some extent
match up with the bridging of the ethnic gap. As noted in table 4, many of the survey
participants identified as equally Bosnian and their ethnic group. This matches what
Sonnenschein discusses with identity being flexible and not fixed (Sonnenschein 2013:380). As
identity is a relational concept, it is possible for people to view themselves as both Bosnian and
members of their ethnic group. The problems occur when their ethnic group becomes the
dominant identity when interacting with others, while neglecting their nationality. However,
according to the survey results, both identities seem to play an equal part in a person, showing
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that there is some bridging. This is particularly important for Bosniaks, as they suffered the most
during the war though other ethnic groups would argue against that. On the other hand, Table 5
shows that religion is a major factor as the participants from the main ethnic groups note that
they are at least somewhat religious, even those who identify as both their ethnic group and
Bosnian. Religion is tied closely to ethnic groups and was considered the major dividing factor
during the war. These results are further compounded by the findings in table 6 which show that
the more religious one is, the more one will identify with one’s own ethnic group. Additionally,
the results showcased in Table 8 suggest that the more people relate to their own ethnic group,
the more uncomfortable they are with other ethnic groups. Those who strongly identify with
being Bosnian are comfortable with being in any ethnic group.
These are actually encouraging results if one takes into account the fact that this is one
generation after the war. All of the people interviewed were either born during the war or slightly
after. The fact that a majority of the youth are developing a sense of being Bosnian with some
ties to their ethnic group is hopeful. When looking at the parental generation this comes as
somewhat of a surprise at least for interview one. Interview two has slightly different
circumstances considering he is not actually a member of any of the main ethnic groups. While
Bosnia was a part of Yugoslavia, ethnic identity was buried. But when Milosevic came to power
and started to play up the national identity of Serbs, ethnic nationalism came to dominate the
mindset of all three ethnic groups, all of whom came to believe that there were forces bent on
their destruction (Bowman 2014:154). This heightened ethnic nationalism was fueled by
Milosevic who wanted to keep Yugoslavia together by wiping out what he felt was causing it to
break apart, namely the Bosniaks (Gibler, Hutchison, Miller 2012:1168). It is no surprise
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therefore that those who managed to survive the war have heightened ethnic identity and are
fearful of the other groups taking power, hence the nature of the Dayton Accords and the broken
governmental system.
Without some sort of national identity, it is impossible to form a coherent democracy
(Catterall 2011:336). Consequently what is surprising is that the youth do not exhibit this
ethnicity to the same extent as their parents, despite the fact that family remains one of the main
influences on young people’s identity. This is further odd considering that intergenerational war
narratives passed down through families are extremely easy to be susceptible to the ethnic
nationalist rhetoric used by most current Bosnian politicians Dragojevic 2013:1067). When
looking through the transcripts the answer to this conundrum becomes apparent. The
intergenerational narratives do play a role, though instead of enforcing ethnic identities, it
actually devalues them. As interview one notes, “When we have a gathering for example and
somebody starts some of those war stories, I start screaming stop. I don’t want to listen to this.”
It is apparent that the younger generation is tired of the way the current government
functions. This exhaustion is in part to the socioeconomic problems that plague the country,
which is largely due to how Dayton has set up the government, leaving an uncertain future for
Bosnian youth (Dzihic 2012: 340). This is not helped by the fact that most of the current
politicians are from the war generation and therefore have entrenched ethnic identities that do not
allow for compromise. These entrenched identities are wearing down the youth; as noted in
interview one, “In a lot of young people from both Republika Srpska and from the Federation
that are actually sick and of this everything…. And that animosity that still exists and among the
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elders, among our parents is simply absurd.” Dislike for the government is also highly noted in
the survey answers with one person stating, “Bosnia is one step away from disaster because of
bad politicians and awful politics.” This is also why a pessimistic outlook dominates many of the
responses. Many of them question the legitimacy of the government, noting the corruption that
seems to infect it, among the police, courts, and presidency. Everything in the Bosnian
government seems to be corrupt, according to the survey participants. With internal legitimacy
low in both the war generation and the youth generation, it is unlikely that Bosnia can fully
integrate without some push by the youth (Berg 2012:1282). Therefore, for many of the youth
there seems to be only one answer, to leave the country.
While the results of my study appear hopeful, it should be noted that the data gathered
from the survey as well as the interviews do have some major limitations. For one, all of the data
was collected from students who attended international universities; therefore, they are by
default more globally aware of the world around them. The idea of leaving the country for work
would clearly be at the forefront of their minds. Being at an international university also leads to
the limitations with the data in terms of identity. Due to the fact that they study at internationally
focused schools, and for the most part are planning on leaving Bosnia, they most likely view
themselves as Bosnian since they are comparing themselves to other nations. This creates a sense
of national identity that may not exist in the general population of the country. Therefore any
generalizations made can only be applied to a small percentage of the population of Bosnia.
These students seem to have overcome the chronic problems that plague Bosnian schools which
enculturated ethnicity and segregate ethnic groups. Both interview participants one and two talk
about how ethnicity is placed at the forefront in high school. Interviewee one talks about how a
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video club made movies about the war, stressing very disturbing imagery, while interviewee two
talks more directly about how ethnic identities are stressed. “We don’t get much education about
diversity between people, about people as a nation.” Later they also mention, “They actually… if
they hear a student saying that… arguing between religions. One [student] saying that his
religion is better than the other, this one is opposite they [the professor] would join a side from
one student.” Segregation of ethnic groups within schools therefore only helps protect ethnic
identities and is not cohesive to forming a national identity (Hromadzic 2008:552). When
students are surrounded by, but also at the same time isolated from other ethnic groups it
becomes harder to stay true to one’s roots. This becomes even more stressed as separation of the
ethnic groups rather than integration between students is being accentuated despite the fact they
all share the same school building (Tveit, Cameron, Kovac 2014: 106). Somehow the students
who took the survey managed to avoid this ethnic identity trap for the most part and become
more internationally minded. This is where the role of family comes into play again, as interview
two stresses that, “My mother actually told me to get the hell out of here.” Participant five in the
focus group also mentions “My family … is impacted by the socioeconomic conditions that are
in the country but the world leads to my political opinions.” Since economic conditions in Bosnia
are so poor, it could lead to an internationally developed mindset in order to escape from the
horrible economy, but it should also be noted that one of participant five’s parents is American
which would also contribute to the international mindset. Investigating identity with a wider
group of participants and exploring how some youth avoid the ethnic identity trap are two areas
for further research.
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While my sample is small, it could also be argued that the survey participants might
adequately represent the part of the population who are the ones most likely to enter leadership
positions in the country should they come back to Bosnia. Therein lies the crux of the problem.
Most of the students do not wish to return to Bosnia if they do not see any substantial change
occurring within the country. This is noted in both the survey responses as well as the interviews.
The question therefore becomes, can Bosnia change without the youth of the nation pushing for
change? Some of the survey responses are optimistic, as can be seen in the statements that, “I
think that we, as a citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, are creating our own future,” and
“Joining the EU and fixing the current government [would be a good idea], so that it's not as split
apart. [This] will allow for correct decision[s] to be made, for forward progression. Because right
now, it's either stale or going backwards.” This future orientation holds within it a general desire
to move past the war, to reach a compromise and breach the ethnic divide within the country.
This is in contrast to the past orientation which is mired back in the war or in Bosnia’s past as a
former republic of Yugoslavia resulting in less of a chance to develop close communal ties.
As noted previously, orientation can be in part connected to family. The interviewee who
exhibited the strongest backward-focused orientation, interviewee two, also stressed how much
of an impact his mother had on his life while interviewee one stressed instead the fact that she
identified more with the youth and separated herself from the war mentalities of her family. In
both cases, inter-generational narratives about Bosnia had a profound effect on the interviewees’
thinking, encouraging them to identify more fully as Bosnians (Dragojevic 2013:1070). Another
trend that showed up in interview one when compared to interview two is that interview one was
hopeful that change would occur, that Bosnia would be able to move ahead and not be stuck in
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the situation it is currently in. Interview two, on the other hand, expressed doubts that Bosnia
could ever more forward. He essentially stated that Bosnia is not going to change but instead stay
the same, since in his view, there is not much hope for the country. Therefore my study indicates
that it has to be questioned whether Bosnia can be motivated to change without a future
orientation.
A situation that holds the potential for Bosnian politicians to come together to
compromise is to meet the EU conditions. As stated in the survey and the interviews, almost
everyone wants Bosnia to join the EU. However, interviewee one points out the reason that this
is not likely, “I believe that the leaders, they don’t actually have the motivation to make Bosnia
part of the EU.” Additionally, EU conditions actually offer very little incentive for elites to
reform, as reforming would mean that the elites would lose power (Dzihic, Wieser 2011:1807).
Following the EU conditions would mean changing the Dayton Accords, which keep ethnonationalists in power and since compromise is needed in order to change the Dayton Accords,
then the chances of EU conditions affecting anything are slim.
Another thing that might lead to change by the government is a focus on the common
language. However, this would require Bosnia to form even more separated communities of
isolated ethnic groups, since each of the three ethnic groups have slight differences in their
languages on top of the fact that Serbs use the Cyrillic alphabet. Despite the fact that a majority
of people in the Republika Srpska want separation it is not going to happen due to Dayton and
the call for economic development (Ivie, Waters 2010:458). Indeed economic development is
what many of the Bosnian youth are calling for and would actually entice them to stay or return,
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as noted in both of the interviews. Interviewee one states that, “Results would definitely
convince me, more jobs,” while interviewee two adds, “Well if Bosnia improves its status I
would come back. If I could get a job here.” The problem with this is that Bosnia is a corrupt
nation with ethno nationalists owning most of the businesses, they are likely to resist the kinds of
economic reforms that could boost growth because these could result in them losing power
(Dzihic 2012:341). The best way for Bosnia to develop economically is by joining the EU, but
that path is difficult and might be closed to the nation due to the ethno-nationalistic leadership.
Globalization leads to the same problem. Though globalization can strength national identity, for
the same reason that the students surveyed have a stronger sense of being Bosnian, but when
they compare themselves to other nations around the world, it comes back to the same problem
of Dayton and ethno nationalism (Catterall 2011:331). This therefore leads Bosnia back to where
it started, with the youth who most likely want to enact change leaving the country and the
government being unable to do anything to move forward that would entice them to return. A lot
of this problem has to deal with the fact that the Dayton Peace Accords institutionalized ethnic
divisions within the country, thereby removing the incentive for compromise.
Dayton is not the entire problem as it is only crippling because it is combined with
intense ethno-nationalism. If politicians who lacked the ethno-nationalistic point of view came to
power, then there would be a greater chance for compromise. However, as apparent from my
study, most of those potential leaders are leaving Bosnia due to the fact that many of them have a
negative outlook on the government and they regard Bosnia’s prospects as dim. The participants’
future orientation means that for them Bosnia, which they see as being stuck in the past, holds no
promise and they would be better off if they left the country. Therefore with most of the
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internationally minded people in the study leaving, it is a question of whether or not the greater
trend of international mindedness can be seen in the rest of Bosnia. There is a chance of that
occurring. According to interviewee one, when asked what would help build up trust in the
country, she suggested “some mutual projects, maybe projects that both not just projects in the
Federation and projects in the Republika Srpska separately.” Mladi Most is an example of just
such a project since the community center, which was established in 1994, offers a place where
kids and young people could come to be relieved of the pressures of nationalistic attitudes
(Gillard 2001:79). These have the potential for success if there is willing participation from the
community, which my study indicates that there is a chance of, particularly since there is one
thing that does unite most of Bosnia together: fear of the return of war.
Ethnic conflict has been a problem in Bosnia ever since the Ottoman Empire. Yugoslavia
managed to bury it for a time but the Bosnian war brought it back with full force. Whatever
outlook, either pessimistic or optimistic, neither side wants the war to return. The idea that ethnic
conflict may come about again due to ethnic hatred is in the minds of the youth questioned
(Lake, Rothchild 1996:41). Indeed it is also the one area where everyone seemed to be on the
pessimistic side, as it shows even those people with a future orientation that the war still has a
dramatic effect on their lives. Interviewee one commented, “The possibility is not zero. But I
really hope that the people will actually either postpone it… [or] have sense to postpone … that
sort of catastrophe but there is a real objective chance that it actually might happen again.”
My study, even with its limitations, does provide hope. It illustrates that the youth can
move beyond ethno-nationalism. Additionally, the study provides focus for areas of research
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that need investigating. A future orientation apparent in the data seems to be connected to
progressing beyond a narrow ethnic focus in terms of identity. Understanding how this future
orientation developed and how it can be further nurtured in a Bosnian context, despite the
historical narratives, is one important area that emerged from this research. Bosnia is a complex
country with complex problems, but if the participants of this study are reflective of the youth of
the nation, then a positive path forward can be envisioned.
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8. Conclusion
Identity building is a tricky process, even more so when trying to do it after a conflict.
Bosnia is in that position of trying to build something that essentially really never existed before.
While the internationally minded youth provide some reassurance, there is still a lot more work
that needs to be done. Another survey taken after this current generation would be helpful to see
if the trend of nationalism is increasing. As the older war generation dies out and is replaced by a
younger generation, Bosnia might experience the changes that it so desperately needs. For
despite all the differences that people have, the return of conflict brings fear to all and brings
them closer together, as does their shared antagonism towards the government. Secession does
not provide a viable solution to Bosnia’s problems and would signal a failure to compromise, a
failure to come together as a nation and bond over what it means to be Bosnian. Bosnia and
Herzegovina would cease to exist as a country. It is only with moving ahead, as some of the
younger generation surveyed are showcasing, that Bosnia can move past everything that it has
been through. It will always be a diverse country, as it has been since the Ottoman Empire. That
will never change but as interviewee one put it best, “And I really think that we should use our
headstrong personalities because Bosnians are really head strong…. We shouldn’t use them
against each other but we should actually use and I really do mean all nationalities…. I think that
we should use this not against each other but to show the world, hey we can do it.” It is not as
easy as embracing what the ethnic groups have in common but instead working towards a
common goal of the future. Bosnia needs to want to change and with the current government that
seems unlikely. Therefore it needs to be seen what the next generation does when it gets into
power.
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Appendix A
Interview one
I: I think your perspective is going to help me a lot. You had some really interesting answers in
your survey. So thank you for joining me here.
P: Your welcome.
I: So how would you describe your political identity?
P: I don’t really think I have much of a political identity in the first place. But if I have to choose
between the standard ones like Bosniak and Serb and I definitely think I would identify myself as
Bosniak because I was born here and I was born into a Muslim family so that’s the only reason
for that.
I: So you don’t see yourself as more like a part of the country of Bosnia?
P:I see myself more as a citizen of this country and I would to me personally it would be the
perfect idea is the… to see this country move forwards so not to divide it.
I: So what’s your opinion of the EU then?
P: The EU? Well I think that the state would benefit from joining the EU, from doing business
with other European countries. For advancing in technology and trade. I think it would be
beneficial for this country in general. So I don’t think… the EU has its own problems but I think
it would be better for this country in that long … in the long run.
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I: Do you see Bosnia having a future without joining the EU? I mean do you think it can like
move forward on its own per say?
P: Personally not really. I think that it should know where it stands and I think that it should have
partners that it could trust and rely on both in trade and political.
I: In your opinion the EU would help bring the country together?
P: Yeah, in my opinion personally.
I: As it stands right now what are your plans for the future? I know I asked this similar question
in the survey but can you just expand on that if you can?
P: Okay, so in the survey my answer was more or less like this. I plan to go to my Masters
abroad, study abroad for awhile and keep an eye on the situation from abroad and then conclude
after finishing my Masters degree. To decide if I want to come back or not to work here
depending on the situation. To expand this I really don’t have anything else to say to this just I
know that things change from day to day. I don’t really know.
I: So you sort of give Bosnia…
P: You can’t even know what the weather is going to be like in two hours time here let alone
something else.
I: So you view Bosnia as rather unstable then?
P: Yes. Honestly yes. My personal opinion.
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I: What do you can be done to help improve the country?
P: Well definitely what they tried to do twenty years after Dayton. When they try to change the
law and to do some policies that were proven to complicate things. So I think I’m going to wait
and see what they made from that what’s gonna happen now and maybe probably some other
changes to that law which also might benefit further the country. But it’s a recent change so I
think it’s better to just see here now.
I: Looking for any changes in particular? Or are you just like sort of general trend of changes?
Like what would convince you to come back to this country after you say leave for your
Masters?
P: Results would definitely convince me, more jobs, especially for the young people. But this is
more… this is not a political problem. Its partially a political problem but the youth here doesn’t
want to work because there used to getting work because of their status. So it would be nice
though I don’t see it realistically but I still hope that somehow they would figure out they
actually need to make their own decisions and work and find work on their own. And people are
generally dissatisfied because it’s a trend and it’s been a trend even before the war. For people to
just be dissatisfied and I think that once this mindset changes. I would really like this mindset to
change. I would like the people here to be more open minded and positive in their thinking. And
that would actually convince me to come back. Of course there is a chance for me after finishing
my Masters degree and becoming someone there a chance for me to change something by doing
something I would also come back probably.
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I: What do you see, like you sort of described this already, but what do you see as the main
problem of Bosnia besides the political situation?
P: Well there is generally… somebody actually described it well before. I think I read it in the
magazine called Stav that its basically we can’t agree on anything. But it’s not just that. Political
figures can’t agree on anything because there three of them and whenever two of them agree the
other one is against and it just changes. But the people here… where am I going with this?
Remember what I was trying to say… They can’t agree and there is actually a lot of… people
don’t trust each other. Ever since the war because after the war there was this territorial division
and people didn’t trust. People from the Federation don’t trust the people from Republika Srpska
and vice versa. And I think it would be very beneficial for everyone in the country to believe in
this country’s unity. That we actually have something in common. That we actually could
communicate more and figure out that this stuff is not the same. In a lot of young people from
both Republika Srpska and from the Federation that are actually sick and tired of this everything.
That they would actually… my sister has a friend from the Republika Srpska who shares the
exact same opinion as her that were all the same. That we all citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as a country and that animosity that still exists and among the elders, among our parents is
simply absurd. That is the general opinion of the youth now because were, we grew up listening
to these stories and you can’t have a gathering without war stories. And it’s really annoying to
the young people.
I: what would you think would help build up the trust within this country?
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P: Definitely communication. Some mutual project maybe projects that both not just projects in
the Federation and projects in the Republika Srpska separately. Or I don’t know projects for the
Muslim community or projects for the Serb community and projects for the Croatian community.
But something that includes all communities and not just one annual thing but a lot of different
projects and advance that would actually bring the territories and the peoples of these different
territories together. In my opinion.
I: So you think the EU would help with this?
P: Maybe but I don’t know that much about the EU to say 100% I’m sure. But I think so. I think
that we can’t come to this conclusion without the time passing enough so that the everything
changes to the young and that the young take over. Either that has to happen or we have to have
somebody to tell us you can’t fight anymore like we did have twenty years ago with the Dayton
and everything.
I: What is your general opinion of Dayton?
P: Well it’s a neutral opinion. I think that it accomplished what it was made to do which is stop
the conflict that was then though it didn’t stop the conflict but it stopped the war. But the conflict
continued just that it wasn’t armed in any other way. So it has now after time passing it has more
faults than it has benefits but when it was made it definitely did more benefits than it had faults
but its faults are really coming into light right now and I think that we should build new laws and
move on from the Dayton slowly. Yes of course slowly.
I: So you believe we should be starting to move past Dayton?
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P: Yes. I mean its been twenty years. Well first changes have been made. Let’s see how that
goes. But I definitely think that we should move on from Dayton and there still this division of
everything that I can say is definitely… for something to happen we have to change. In order for
progress we have to change how it is now. We don’t have much progress with the things that
they way they are now. So of course we have to change them in order to have something else.
I: On whole do you see a bright future for Bosnia or is it more neutral or is it sort of not that
hopeful for the future of the country?
P: Well I do want to hope. So I don’t want to think about the negative futures or anything or
want to image it. And I really don’t think that especially… I have faith in the young people and
the young generation. And I think that we can make something of it as people. Youth actually
have something to do and that are willing to do something and are sick and tired of the things
they way they are now. And I think as long as we are willing to do something and as long as we
get along and have encouraged each other we will be able to bring something positive here.
I: So on whole you are hopeful for the country? For the future and you think that the youth
should strongly come together. You have any ideas about how this sort of should happen?
P: Well I have mentioned these events on state level and other than that I don’t really have an
idea because I’m not really. I know there a lot of NGOs here, a lot of and mostly the youth are
part of these NGOs there are all sorts of….

I: So do you think these programs should be initiated by like youth or more like government
NGOs?
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P: I think it should be a combination of both. I think that the government should… well they
already understand that they have potential in the youth and the youth is going away rapidly.
We’re all studying abroad, most of us don’t come back. And we’re losing this… these young
minds because there are… they think there are no benefits for them staying here and its generally
easier abroad than here to succeed. Just recently the government has understood that in its
entirety. This… the gravity of the situation and I think they are willing, probably will do
something about it. I hope so.

I: So you hope they won’t mess it up?

P: I know that they will try something probably but I hope they don’t mess it up.

I: So your hopeful that the government will actually see some of the problems and hopefully
make changes.

P: Yeah but it has to be other people. I can’t be these old people who keep remembering the war
and were in the war. And were on this or that side and were in this or that battle. It has to be
somebody who has that, either put that behind them. They don’t necessarily have to be a person
that wasn’t in the war. But definitely has to be a person that either put it all behind them and sees
the future. Actually has a vision for the future of this country. Or somebody young who is tired
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of this. And who wants to see this country succeed and flourish. And be on good terms with
others.

I:It seems like the war is still a major part of the general dialogue. So how has that affected you
personally?

P:Well I am one of those youths who are really sick and tired of the entire thing. And I’m
really… when we have a gathering for example and somebody starts some of those war stories I
start screaming stop. I don’t want to listen to this. They normally keep talking, I just leave and
come back later because I’m really don’t want to listen to it anymore. I’ve listened to it ten years
and the next ten years I’ve been trying to avoid it.

I:So you see no use in sort of remembering

P: Yes. I think that it should… it’s okay that its remembered because its really something
terrible that happened and I think the reasons for it were absurd. And what’s tragic is not that
people remember the victims and that the catastrophe. Its that they actually remember what they
were fighting for, what they were fighting… because of what…. The reasons behind it were
absurd. Which was just you or them or we can’t live together or something like that in general.
And I think that it should actually remember the… what that brought to everyone. And that
definitely we should not just remember our victims from our side but also in general the victims
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that each side suffered because each side had both criminals and both the victims. Both criminals
and victims.

I: So how much responsibility do you think the youth has in moving forward the country? Like
do they hold a majority of it? Or would it be more governmental policies?

P: Realistically or should?

I: Both.

P: Well realistically there trying to avoid it. Most youth well they go abroad studying and
working. It’s easier. One of the reasons they are welcomed. They are actually seen and hired for
the potential that they actually have. And they do not suffer because of somebodies son and stuff
like that. So its easier abroad. That’s one reason. The other reason is avoiding responsibility.
Exactly that. Avoiding doing anything for this country because its beyond hope or something. So
realistically although they do have responsibility there avoiding it. So there are of course people
who are not avoiding it but they have to go out and then come back in order to make some kind
of change. They have to… because its very hard to break through from the inside. You have to
go out and then become somebody from that and actually be welcomed. And its really a very
annoying system. And its most fields its like that. You have to prove that your on a European
level or world level in order for the people here to open their eyes and see the skies of actually
good. Because he actually was acknowledged somewhere else first.
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I: So do you see this attitude in a lot of your fellow students?

P: Yes and I actually have my friends from highschool moved on to study. Two of my best
friends have gone, one to Germany and one to Turkey. And they’re there and they miss their
country and they miss their people. But they just don’t have any faith that they could have had
anything here. From starting here. And finding… I don’t know if they’re gonna stay and find a
job there in Turkey, Germany. I don’t know maybe they will come back. Maybe they will
actually get involvement but they will come back... I don’t know for family, on foreign trips. But
I really don’t know. But I knows those people to. People who have gone and are actually living
abroad and just come back for nostalgia. Nostalgia has nothing to do with the political situation
here it’s just mainly has to do with the natural beauty of the country that is Bosnia and
Herzegovina in its entirety so not just the Federation or something but the entire country its
towns, not only Sarajevo at least but also Neum in the south which has the… its at the sea.
Mostar also. I don’t know. Banja Luka in the Republika Srpska which is all the way up with
many monuments. We are proud of them of the monuments we have and the history well
histories. There’s always been war here. We’re not really proud of that but we’re proud of that…
the things we have. And we miss… and we know what we have only when we leave because we
are so intoxicated with this entire political situation that we can’t see what we have so people see
what they have once they leave actually what they had or possibly what they had if there leaving
for good and what they have if there leaving for like...
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I: Do you think that all these youth leaving is that a good thing for the country in the long run?
Or do you think it actually some more negative effects?

P: Well leaving for good definitely is bad for the country in the long run which the politicians
should fully grasp rather recently. But going away for studies I don’t think is that much… that
big of a deal. I don’t think so. I think its good to go out see the world. See what its like
elsewhere. I think its good, generally good for, not only for Bosnian and Herzegovinian people
but also generally for the youth of the world to go someplace else while there still young and
compare and maybe bring something back to their own country.

Some was lost to background noise

P: Not impossible. The possibility is not zero. But I really hope that the people will actually
either postpone it… sensible enough… have sense to postpone it that sort of catastrophe but
there is a real objective chance that it actually might happen again. I really hope it doesn’t
happen as long as I live because I can go through one… I was actually born in the war so I didn’t
technically go through it that I remember but since the immediate consequences of it all I really
don’t want it to happen again. Especially not in this era. With all this advancement in weaponry.
It could be worse than it was twenty years ago. And I really really don’t want it to repeat. I hope
that we really…. If there might be any conflict I hope we can resolve it peacefully but I really
hope that there isn’t any. I really hope we can actually see that we can live together and that its
better for us to live together but other people will go Ah there actually living together but they
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can do it. And I really think that we should use our headstrong personalities because Bosnians
are really head strong. We should use them in another sense. We shouldn’t use them against each
other but we should actually use and I really do mean all nationalities. As Bosnians we all tend to
be headstrong and I think that we should use this not against each other but to show the world
hey we can do it.

I: So do you want greater ties to like neighboring countries that….

P: Yes. I think we can do it. I think that we actually know each other for so long that we been
especially in the movie industry for example. We’ve made countless movies in Croatia the most
has been making movies but any other Croatian, Bosnian, Serbian,… Serbian the least but
Croatians the most. We’ve all been, we’ve all made movies with a combination of the
nationalities. A combination of actors who are different nationalities because it actually a coming
relief most of the time especially when Bosnians are featured in movies that are actually other
Croatian or Serbian we’re mostly comic relief and its really interesting actually. And when
Bosnians make movies about war and just used to watch them that actually in a movie once my
dad took me and mom and dad… it should have really. It was a movie that should have been
rated 18+. I might have been ten years old and I was shocked. Shocked is a mild word to
describe what I felt when I watched this movie. And my highschool actually the video club, in
my high school has made a project to make four movies during four years that actually described
what happened in the four years in the war so when they started I was maybe 13. So I managed, I
actually watched one of those the 1992 and 3 movies and it was actually managed to post to tv
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stations and get some footage that was very very disturbing and I actually was not well when I
saw those and I think that people should stop making war movies and they should just move on
definitely. Especially here in Bosnia. The Croatians have moved on and you can definitely see
the progress. They’ve moved on. They’ve used especially you can see in the movie industry as
well as political situation and in the fact that they’ve actually managed to progress and join the
European Union. The first of these three conflicting nationalities, nations. So I think that we can
do it to when we just have to put our minds to it and aim in that direction. And stop being so
focused on one thing which already is in the past. Twenty plus years ago. It was stupid then. It’s
still stupid. Move on. Please.
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Appendix B
Interview 2
I: So I’ll introduce myself. My name is Caitlin. I’m currently going to Ursinus which is a school
in Pennsylvania. So I’m a senior and this is part of my honors project so thank you for helping
me with this and completing the survey. Your answers were really interesting.

P: Well thanks.

I: To start with what aspects influence your political identity?

P: Well… I not sure how to answer that because there are three different what we call identities
here in Bosnia. You probably know, Bosniaks are the Muslim, Serbs, Croats. Problem is I don’t
belong to either of the groups because I’m a Bosnian atheist. So I get classified as the rest of the
population. So actually I a minority here. So I’m not actually… I don’t know how to explain in
English.

I: What has sort of shaped you to bond with that identity?

P: Can you repeat the question?

I: What made you chose to identify with that political identity?
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P: My family mostly. You do as your family tells you to do here. That’s normal here in Bosnia.
If your parents are Muslim or Christian, it’s really hard to be a different person. You have to do
everything according to tradition. According to what they say and everything else. So I actually
get everything of my mother told me. I never became religious. I have… well everyone in my
family was a special kind of people. They never fit in to groups so were an outcast. That’s the
only way.

I: Would you like to see that changed within the country?

P: Within the country, yes. Because people here only respect Muslims. They believe it’s a
Muslim country and if you’re not Muslim your sort of like an enemy. So they look at you in a
weird way if you’re a Christian, atheist. That’s the last thing they want to hear. This country
needs some change, religious things, I mean really religious status and everything.

I: How do you think those changes will come about? Like do you see the government trying to
enact these changes or do you see the people doing it?

P: No one is doing it. Not even the country. We have three presidents who don’t do anything.
People aren’t doing anything. People actually don’t care. No one actually wants to change except
those people who are all in danger or something. In religious… everything is down to religion.
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I: What is your opinion then of the EU and would you like to see Bosnia join it?

P: No that could be hazardous for us. I mean we have had war here you know 1992 to 95 and
there are possibilities that if we join the EU Serbia might attack or something. There could be
more problems here. War, another war.

I: So you have a negative view of the EU. Do you see Bosnia as very divided then?

P: Yes. Everything is divided here I mean not just religious terms. It depends on how you are as
a person. How you… your personality. If your sort of a nice person it’s really hard to fit
somewhere in society. For example you want a job in something people will, in some companies,
people will look at those bad boys let’s put it like that and they will get a job sooner then those
nice people who worked hard for their jobs and everything.

I: I know you answered this question already in the survey but if you could expand a little bit.
What do you plan to do in the future?

P: Get out of Bosnia. I actually wrote that I believe. I want to get out of Bosnia because I have no
future here. I’m going to American University because I want to get a degree to get a job
somewhere else in the world because if you have a diploma here or some sort of degree it’s
really hard to get a job. You have to have family connections to get a proper job. I mean you can
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have ten degrees, ten diplomas, and Ph.Ds and everything but if you don’t have someone in some
institution, I mean friend of a friend, that’s the only way you can get a job.

I: You don’t plan on coming back to Bosnia?

P: My mother actually told me to get the hell out of here. She remembers the war and doesn’t
want… because there are possibilities for war to happen again she doesn’t want to put me in
danger so.

I: So you see there’s a chance of war reoccurring?

P: There is some possibility about that. There’s some not like threats but there are some fighting
sort of arguments between Serbia and Bosnia. We also had some terrorist threats here in… I’m
not sure you heard about. Right before New Year we had some terrorist threats and because
people believe this is a Muslim country they believe that this is the place where terror should
gather around.

I: So you don’t have a very positive look at the future?

P: Not really.

I: So you think that would change if Bosnia were to improve? Would you want to come back?
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P: Well if Bosnia improves its status I would come back. If I could get a job here. I mean I’m not
sure that would ever change you know to get a job by knowing someone. That will never change
that’s a Bosnian, that’s in the head of every Bosnian person. Maybe, maybe not. I’m not sure
about that.

I: What do you see as the biggest problems within the country?

P: The biggest problem well the diversity, the corruption, law, economy.

I: So pretty much everything.

P: Yeah, we have thousands of policemen and they’re in… there no law around. Corruption
around every corner.

I: So you don’t really see any prospective solutions to these problems?

P: No, not really because its known through the whole Bosnia. Our presidents, prime ministers,
steal a lot of money from pensions and everything.

I: How then has all this played into your life, like this corruption, besides having trouble
finding… lack of jobs. How else has it affected you personally?
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P: Personally it had some huge effects. I wanted to get a job but I didn’t want to go to the
university. I mean I wanted to get a job but it was really hard. I was one of the best students in
my high school but no one actually cared about that. So I wanted to get a job and I actually care
about my grades. This is the first institution that actually asked me to see my grades here. No one
wanted.. the first thing I wanted to.. I wanted to go to school for tourism and catering. I wanted
to be like a tour guide or something to do something in the tourist agency. But the first thing they
asked me do you know someone at our agency here? So that’s the biggest problem. Also I don’t
have a lot of friends here because I belong to the minority. No one wants to hang out with me
because they are great Muslims and I’m not.

I: So you have trouble connecting with others because of your identity? And you don’t see that
changing anytime soon?

P: Not sure about that. I mean I hang out with two Americans here. In highschool I only had two
friends. So I’m not sure that would change.

I: So who do you normally associate with besides like your family?

P: How should I put this? People who are normal. That’s really rare here in Bosnia. I mean you
have everyone. Everyone here wants to be some kind of hotshot. They want to be the man in
their group and everything. And I hate those people. Its sort of like popular kids, popular people
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who like in high school are like that so I try to stay away from them. Who I try to connect to is
other outcasts.

I: And how has that gone for you?

P: Not bad actually. I have two friends, that’s actually good for me. I’m not actually a people’s
person. I don’t talk to people much.

I: So you see a lot of corruption problems in this country. Do you see like any improvements at
all, like within the future or do you think it’s just going to stay this way?

P: I’m not sure this will change anytime soon. Everyone knows, the policeman, you can bribe the
policeman, you can give him, I don’t know ten, twenty marks and he will do anything you say.
He will not give you a parking ticket, not accuse you of something, not arrest you and that’s fine.
And also politicians are also corrupt. Everyone knows they steal one or two marks from every
pension and they gather money to buy new car, they buy a new car every month I mean that’s …

I: A massive problem.

P: Yeah.

I: And you don’t see any real perceptible solutions for that?
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P: Not really. As long as we have these three presidents representing our country that’s not
gonna change.

I: So you would like to see that system changed then?

P: I would like to see the system changing into one president because we have three presidents
who do absolutely nothing. I mean they use… you see them going around the world spending
their money on trips to Japan, America, Dubai, and they don’t do anything for this country. Im
not sure if you heard one of our presidents representing the Bosniaks. He spend a few hundred
thousand dollars to put Bosnia in Dubai’s world island. They’re building a world island, every
continent, everything and they spend a few thousand dollars to put Bosnia there and he didn’t do
anything for unemployed people here. I mean he’s building, he’s built the SCE center but he
doesn’t care about poor people, pensions or our still low, I mean some salaries are still very low.
So that’s a problem. Mostly politics problem.

I: So you want to see change into a one presidency system? What do you think the chances of
that actually happening are?

P: Well zero. That’s not possible. As long as we have this diversity between Bosniaks, Croats,
and Serbs, we’ll have three presidents representing those groups of people.
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I: So you don’t think that these groups of people could come together?

P: No… it’s a problem. People believe that this is sort of a great Muslim country that could
compare to Iran, Iraq and everything and they reject Christians, Jews, atheists. They want this
country to be a Muslim country. That’s a problem. They want one leader to be here but they want
a Muslim leader and the Christians won’t accept that and neither will Jews… well no one else
would accept that.

I: You don’t see any common bond between the people?

P: No. Except the only bond is that they live in the one country. That is the only thing.

I: You don’t see like any national identity then?

P: No. If you… it’s normal for … before the war there was the Yugoslavia, and before… well
the war one year when Bosnia was… before the war you could normally say that you’re a
Bosnian and no one will argue with that. But after the war all of a sudden everyone became
religious and well that’s a problem. Everyone became religious and everyone said their religion
is better than the other and they will continue to say that in the future.

I: What’s your opinion of Dayton then?
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P: Dayton… well not much. It kinda helped us and it kinda didn’t help us. We want… I want like
to see another written agreement that could connect people, to tell people that they are united as a
country not as some groups of people in this country. So that’s the main problem.

I: So you think that Dayton currently has caused more problems than good?

P: Well a little bit yeah. Yeah. I have a negative opinion on this country.

I: What has lead you to really influence this negative opinion because you seem to be not looking
at this country in a positive light at all. Which a lot of people would actually agree with you.

P: I mean yeah. Everyone I believe in Bosnia with half a brain would agree with that. But one of
the biggest problems of this diversity and everything, the problems is the war. I mean we had our
president was here during the war. He told that Bosnia would be a kingdom after this. That we
would eat with golden spoons, golden forks, and he took all the money from those golden spoons
and forks. That’s a problem. They saw the presidents steal money and then everyone from
parliament, everyone started stealing money companies and everything and they became diverse
and they were telling people God gave me money I didn’t steal anything. All of the sudden
everyone included religion in that theft.

I: How has the war affected you then? I know it happened a long time ago but there are still some
ramifications of it.
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P: Not sure. I was actually born after the war so I’m not sure how to answer that. Well my
mother, I’ve heard everything from my mother told me what happened during the war, after the
war she knows everything so she told me then that the country is worse after the war. I mean yes
we look a little bit like we rose from the ashes but that didn’t help much. I mean we had hotels,
buildings are here rebuilt and everything but you don’t see change in the personality of people.
They will continue to be exactly who they are.

I: Well do you see this trend continuing as like the older generation sort of goes out of politics
and the newer generation… like do you see any change within your fellow classmates?

P: No. I mean I see some students are actually normal here and they don’t care about politics too
much but they’re some students who want to see one party to be the best here to help us even
though those politic parties are stealing a lot of money. Actually one somehow wants to join that
party to… because they also want to get some money from it.

I: Well this is rather sad.

P: This is actually from high school. My friend wanted to join the politics party because he didn’t
have a lot of money. He just complaining he didn’t have enough to buy a brand new BMW or
Mercedes.
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I: So by going into politics you have a chance to make money.

P: Yeah. More steal money than to make money but yeah.

I: Well, yes. But by stealing you make money. There is clearly a problem with a lack of jobs here
do you consider that a major issue?

P: Yeah. I mean in 2014 the statistics show that 60% did not have jobs here in Bosnia who are
unemployed and no one cares about. But somehow most of the people who don’t have a job
actually want to work. They’re not those people who are lazy don’t want to go to work and
everything. Lazy people usually have jobs. That is a bit of confusion here. You see a lot of
people if you walk through the cities, city center from 8 in the morning to five in the afternoon
everyone in a coffee shop. No one at the job, no ones working here. But people who are sitting at
home who are looking for a job have a lower chance to get anything.

I: And do you think joining the EU would help in this case? It would help to put up more
economic opportunities for people?

P: Well, actually not sure about it because we have some arguments with Serbia, well EU could
help with unemployment. But it won’t help with the corruption and everything cause we have
those three stooges in the Parliament. You don’t get rid of them chances are nothing is going to
happen
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I: So let’s say the country does get rid of them and just replaces them with three new people.
Would this system still continue or is it based on personality of those in power?

P: No it will continue because if you’re in politics, if you’re in some sort of politics party it
doesn’t matter what your personality is you just do what they tell you to do. If they tell you to cut
wages in some company. It doesn’t matter if it is wrong or right.

I: So if you are in that world, your trapped…

P: Yeah. Your actually trapped. You can’t do what you want.

I: But it helps make money.

P: Yeah. Which can use to get a brand new Audi or new car every month.

I: So you plan on like leaving the country and not coming back.

P: Yeah I mean. I just want to get a job, any kind of job anywhere in the world. Just get out of
this country.

I: Are there any helpful prospects in that so far?
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P: I just need to finish university first to see. I need to get a degree and I can get a job
somewhere else in the world. I mean its an American degree. You can get an American degree
here and you won’t get a job here in Bosnia. No one actually cares.

I: So in Bosnia the degree is basically useless?

P: Yes, it’s just a piece of paper with something written on it. That’s it.

I: So it’s essentially who you know and if you have friends who can get you jobs.

P: Yeah, you need to have friends. I mean family is the first thing but if you have some friends
that’s also helpful. It’s really helpful to have an uncle, an aunt, grandpa, father, mother, working
in that company and you’ll get a job just like that. But if you don’t have anyone its pointless to
go to university. To get a degree.

I: I am going to assume then that you don’t like this system.

P: No actually I don’t. I just want to see justice here. I mean there is no justice. Half of our
lawyers here in Bosnia don’t have law degree. I know that judge, I could get that job.

I: It’s broken then.
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P: Yeah.

I: And is there any chance for improvement? Let’s say that the youth does come together and
like rebel against the system.

P: No. That was a problem. As you may know in 2013 there were some rebels here. They burned
down the presidential building.

I: I’m guessing that didn’t go well.

P: No. They burned down the presidential building. They burned down some files inside,
everything. Although it was destroyed and we were really close to us, really close to start a civil
war. That happened in every city. One day at five pm everyone started burning some institutions.

I: Well did anything positive come out of this?

P: No. Only like 500 people got arrested. There was a lot of damage, about a million marks.
That’s the only thing that resulted that from those problems. Rebellious place, actions.

I: So do you feel like the situation is basically useless and there is nothing one can do to change
it?
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P: Well nothing can change it because sorts of people are like well stupid and stubborn. They see
some politics party not helping our country. They will say that they will never like that authority
but when they go to elections they hear that the party will do everything to change the country.
They can get elected again and they do nothing again. And that’s a problem. People will actually
believe what politicians say though it’s not true. I’m not sure how it is in America. I mean you
have…

I: I have my own opinions about the American political system. Not all of them positive.

P: Is it in any way helpful?

I: To some extent. I mean honestly we are coming up to a Presidential race right now and I hate a
majority of the candidates running. So I don’t know. I’m sort of like tired of it.

P: Yeah actually I get tired of those elections, debates and everything.

I: Yeah, I don’t know. In my opinion it seems like Bosnia is way worse off than the U.S is and
that’s saying a lot from my stance.

P: Well yeah. You have two politics parties in American right?
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I: Basically.

P: Democrats and Republicans. Those are the two big ones. We have around 100. So that
different. I mean you don’t even look on who you want to elect. I mean you just see like the first
five spaces and then you tick one of those first five. Those others are forgotten.

I: So do you say that voting is basically meaningless?

P: Yeah. Nothing. I mean I voted like two years ago for Presidential election and even though
people claim, the majority of people claim that they voted for the SDP, the democrat party,
somehow the SDA Muslim representative, somehow they won because they took some papers.
Some of the workers in that party cheated. They got some papers, took some extra votes. Like
ten votes from one person and somehow they won. You know on the… if you say you want a
recount or a reelection the presidents will say no its fine. Everything fine.

I: Yeah it doesn’t sound fine. So sounds immensely hopeless. So is there like any shred of
positivity within this system? At all or is it like completely negative?

P: Its negative. It’s more negative. Unfortunately. I’m not sure how to answer that. It’s negative
and continue to be negative as long as we have corruption problems and economics, import,
export, its also a problem.
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I: So you think a lot of Bosnia problems are in its economic sector?

P: Well yeah. Our economy is not that strong like from a European country… like Italians
European economy or the Belgium one. It’s not that strong and we had a lot of problems with
import, export. I mean we import a lot of foreign things but no one wants our things. We just had
a problem with our milk. Germans say that our milk is one of the best and all of the sudden
Croats disagree with that and they didn’t give us permission to export our milk and that caused
some problems here with our economy. We didn’t have a lot of profits.

I: So do you think that if the economy improves would that help ease the corruption or is it sort
of not connected?

P: Yeah. It would improve corruption. It wouldn’t stop but it would improve.

I: Do you see any ways of stopping the corruption currently?

P: No… no because our presidents are our definition of Bosnian corruption. Our presidents
corrupt someone they will also corrupt someone. So I’m not sure that will ever change in the
future.

I: Has it always been this way or has it only really existed since after the war?
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P: After the war. I mean when this was Yugoslavia, my mother told me it was Yugoslavia most
of the people, 90% of the people I mean had jobs. There was no corruption, everyone had great
salaries, everyone had great apartments, no one was complaining about work, no one was lazy. I
mean everyone wanted to do some kind of work but after the war something changed in peoples
minds so now they think that everything is criminal.

I: Well that’s not good. So then the problems of corruption, the economy, and then of course the
divisions among the people. Do you see like any improvement in that area? Like you go to an
International American school, like what are fellow students, are they still like, are they more
international minded or are they still like stuck in local customs and culture?

P: No they, some of them, my colleagues from the university, they are not so internationally
minded. I mean they stick to Bosnia. Some of them want to get a degree here and stay in Bosnia.
There are like two or three colleagues that want to leave the country because, well they have a
similar opinion as me. But some of them want to leave because their families here, their tradition
here. If they leave they might ruin the tradition. They might somehow endanger their personality
or something. That’s what their mostly afraid of. They want to stick with who they are.

I: So tradition is very important then. Is the same true for you?

P: No. It depends on what kind of person you are. If you’re a really religious person here
tradition is everything. I mean tradition from when you eat lunch, when you go to mosque, when
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you go to church, everything. And to me, well I didn’t have any kind of tradition when I was a
kid and nor do I now. So I’m not going to endanger if I leave this country.

I: So by going to this university how has your view point of the world changed? Or your
viewpoint of Bosnia?

P: Well, it changed a lot because some subjects here help us to see that Bosnia is not really that
good of a country I mean compared to some other countries, mostly compared to America
because it’s an American University. We see what American economists, what they study, what
some students learn in college, what economists do, what judges, lawyers, do in law, and its
really different here in Bosnia. Here you only need to know the definition of the economics or
the definition of law and you can be a lawyer, you can be an economist. So its helped me a lot to
find out that Bosnia is not that good of a country when it comes to this area.

I: So it has really opened your mind then to different possibilities? You want to go to the U.S
then? Or anywhere?

P: Anywhere. I would love to live in Italy or somewhere but its an American University so I
would rather, at first option would be the U.S. Then when I get a job and everything then I can
move anywhere.
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I: Yeah, that’s a good plan. So do a lot of people share your opinion of this country or are you
one of the minority?

P: Not sure about that. Yes I’m a minority and some of the people from the majority also share
that. Mostly the minority because they know they are somehow in danger here so they also want
to leave the country but there are some members of the minority that don’t want to leave the
country because they actually believe one day that this will change.

I: So do you think like that there is a lot of faith in the government or is there a lot more negative
opinions?

P: There is more faith in the government than negative opinion but it also depends on your
personality, it also depends on your family. If your mother, father, grandfather, tells you that
president is good you will believe that the president is good and your going to elect him. He’s
going to ruin the country. It’s sort of like a family thing. I mean you do as family tells you.

I: So family is a very important aspect of Bosnian culture?

P: To most people yeah.

I: Therefore in this sort of family culture dynamic is there this sort of culture that is continuously
passed down generation after generation?
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P: Yeah. My family for example like for 200 years they were communists, atheists. No one was
religious in my family and then you have some… but everyone who lived after the war wants
leave the country from my family. Those people who are Muslims, Catholic, therefore for like
200 years they want to stay in this country because they believe that God would help them and
that God will change the country by putting some presidency… like a higher force will make
some positive influence in the country.

I: Do you think like this cultural traditions being passed on is a good thing or do you think it
should be liked changed?

P: It should be changed. I mean parents brainwash their children. If someone from your family
hates Jews then the child is going to hate Jews. That’s actually depends on how their parents are
and that should be changed. I mean children should have their own opinion. They should do what
they think is the best thing.

I: Do you think better quality education would help in this regard?

P: Yes it would because we don’t get much education about diversity between people, about
people as a nation. We, everyone, in highschool every professor hated me because I wasn’t
Muslim and every professor was saying to thank God, thank Allah, thank Jesus, and everything.
They… that was actually like because of my opinions I was not so popular between professors
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and everything. They were always loved the children who were also religious who mention God
in every two or three seconds. They actually… if they hear a student saying that… arguing
between religions. One is saying that his religion is better then the other, this one is the opposite,
they would join a side from one student and they would argue with the other student. Telling
professors that one religion is better than the other.

I: So do you think a major problem with the education system then is a lack of decent professors?

P: Yeah. Every professor here, anyone can be a professor here.

I: It’s basically the same way as other jobs, if you know someone you can get in.

P: Yeah, most of the professors in my high school didn’t have a degree or diploma. They just
finished highschool. One of our professors was the neighbor of the principal of the highschool.
And she just asked can I be a professor there? And he just said you know what you can. You
speak Bosnian, you can be a professor of Bosnian language. It doesn’t matter if she doesn’t know
what a sentence or what a subject is.

I: That must have made school difficult…

P: It made it difficult because, well to me, they were stupid compared to me. Students knew more
than professors. That was a shame I mean. I couldn’t believe that was happening.
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I: So do you see that situation improving at all? If education were to improve would there be
better hopes for the country then?

P: Yeah. If we had some decent professors that don’t care about if students are different religion
or something. They see students a group of people it would change.

I: I know a lot of people through survey answers want to leave the country and not come back.
Some do however and a lot of them want to come back to teach. Do you think that would help
the education system if you have these more internationally minded professors coming in?

P: Well yeah, I mean two or three of our professors here at university went to America. They
were also professors there. They came back here now. They are teaching math and accounting.
And that’s really helpful because you see they understand everything. There not stupid. They
know what they are talking about. So that would be helpful if some students went to some other
country and came here to teach.

I: I guess the question is then is there any incentive to do so? Is there any reason currently to
come back to the country?
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P: For me I would have to see that the country has changed. If I come here to Bosnia to try to get
a job here or something and I don’t get a job I would see that as not changed so I would rather go
somewhere else again and to stay here. Still on the negative side.

I: Well it’s all interesting. Thank you for your time.
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Appendix C
Focus Group
I: So I am going to assume that you all took the survey. So if I retread some of the questions my
apologies. My first big question is what factors go into your political identity? If we can just go
around.

P1: Okay so about political identity but identify us as individual?

I: What factors go into your political identity? Like what sort of ideas or concepts do you use to
help identify where you stand in like the greater Bosnian world?

P1: For Bosnian if I may say, for Bosnia or maybe for other countries to, the real factor that
influence you to people in Bosnia is our families. So as a first factor of socialization we can
mention families. And for me personally my family influenced my way of thinking, my way of
living the person that I am right now. But on the other hand the thing that I need to mention is
my society or the process that I pass through the nongovernment organization. Nongovernmental
programs, NGO’s or programs for development of young people in Bosnia meaning to make
something out of the few. Those two factors influence myself.

P2: In my case when I think about political. First all I didn’t identify myself with my political
aspirations but with the thing of how I will make relations will be like what of use? What that
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political parties is promoting and on those values, do they line up with my values that are mostly
created by religion. And also by our traditional history. Second thing in my case is when we
speak of political orientation, those things I… those principles of the political party. So I’m to
see myself apart from the political consensus. So that’s the how I’m in the world. We have
election and that’s the way to identity myself.

P3: I mean I think that there is a mixture of things that both my colleagues said. There is
tradition and there is families which together go into one society. One young person goes out of
one family which practices a certain tradition, which every state has a tradition of course. But
when you see it through our history we’re a part of huge empires which left traces in our culture.
For example you had the Ottoman Empire which left the biggest impact. For example we weren’t
before the Ottoman Empire there weren’t Muslim citizens in our country, in our territory, but
afterwards there were Muslims families and Muslim families evolved through this. And also
through the Hungarian Empire there were Muslim families and that is what is left here. You have
a variety of religions here. Not only Christianity or Islam, there is always this part of youth
which go to the other side. So it kinda of plays with all the religions. But it plays in like a bad
way. It tries everything and nowadays society is more about trying then gaining experience
through everything. Not only one narrow tradition but to broaden everything.
P4: I don’t identify with any party because I think that every party in Bosnia is the same. Just
that. It has the same program and will do the same.
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P5: To give a bit of a longer answer in addition to what they all said tradition, family, religion, I
would also like to add the underlining facts behind all those which is your economic position in
society because as you probably know it’s proven that more well off people, older people are
conservative and younger and less well off are liberal. And I think that is a very prominent factor
in finding what the family as a whole, as a social unit thinks. Which of course when it comes to
you as a child, part of that takes place. So I say that my family which is impacted by the
socioeconomic conditions that are in the country but the world leads to my political opinions.

I: So what’s the general opinion of the EU and should Bosnia join it or not?

P1: Actually last year we had one program. It was a program of EU special representative in BH.
The program was about EU. So the thing was to connect to that from all over Bosnia and
Herzegovina. With meaning to focus on certain economics reform toward the EU. And the thing
that I personally mentioned in that part… like if you ask should Bosnia join the EU I’m posing
the second question. What’s the alternative? What’s the second thing for Bosnia Herzegovina?
But to be honest I think that Bosnia needs to fulfill all chapters of this before joining the EU.
And to be a greater part of European society, not to be outside. But to membership actually… the
European Union is not the first thing that I see in the future of Bosnia and Herzegovina. I think
that the chapters are really important so called to be the country that’s equal to all countries in
Europe. Right, with all human rights, with all conventions. But the thing is the we have a right,
we have an oath but they are not being implemented in the field.
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P2: In my opinion Bosnia Herzegovina will be absolutely a member but we should prepare for it
firstly of course. So we know how the challenges will be mark it. So if we roll in with the
European Union only because of geopolitical things because I know maybe Russia has some
passion to cover this region. If we go only because of the geopolitical situation I think no. So I’m
for that but one day, when time comes so that’s my opinion.

P5: I believe that there is no alternative to joining the EU because right now Croatia is in the
European Union and that’s 2/3 of our borders. Sooner or later Montenegro will join. More likely
than not Serbia will as well. Then we are going to be a pocket state. And we really cannot be
what Switzerland is in the next 100 years. And not joining the EU would mean ruining the
country. And whether we like the EU or if we agree with the EU we have to join.

P1: Did you know that the Bosnian is the first country that the population actually think that this
country has to be in the European Union. 53% of the population so the highest.

P5: Realistically where else can you go?

P3: Well its our intention to become a member of NATO and EU is biggest security. We feel that
we will be more secure if we become part of those big stories of NATO and that’s maybe the
reason we have our huge persons. So that’s my personal opinion.
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P3: People from the European Parliament told us that probably the biggest problem is our
leaders. They don’t want to in Bosnia and Herzegovina to go into the EU. After that we’ll have
system.

P5: We have to have a system before we enter the EU. We have to be…

P3: No

P5: We have to be

P1: For example to take a role model of Turkey right? To stable their economy I think in that
way. To stable their economy and to be independent on the area of…

P5: But Turkey has 8 million people. Bosnia has…

P1: Yeah so…

P5: Percent of that…

P1: So it’s much easier right? It’s much easier to make a system then to…

P3: So your implying that’s it’s impossible to make a system?
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P5: No we have a system.

P1: We don’t have a system.

P5: We do have a system.

P3: No.

P5: Yes. Dayton provides us with a system.

P3: No, no, no

P5: However the tricky thing is that a functional and effective system, that’s the question. I think
we can all agree of the difficulties.

I: Yeah well of course joining the EU has several conditionality. The other question that is…

P1: So how much EU countries… 30?

P5: 36.
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I: Naturally the EU is hard to get into. You have to fulfill certain conditions. The question then
becomes will the Bosnian government be willing to make these compromises to join the EU or
will they just stay the way they are?

P5: I think that it is a process that will take several decades. Most likely over half a century. But
sooner or later Bosnia will have to.

P3: If everything goes right way it will be for 17 years but it don’t it will be for 76 years.

P4: I believe…

P1: Yeah definitely. I believe that the leaders, they don’t actually have the motivation to make
Bosnia part of the EU. If Bosnia applied for the membership to the EU then the practice will
start. The ball will spin on. All things will be on public.

P5: You keep forgetting the fact that people as a general rule become more conservative as they
age. And tends to prefer the status quo as opposed to change. That is why a huge percent of
Republicans are old people and a huge percentage of democrats are young people. So probably
over 50…

P4: Political reforms they went well. But now we have our biggest problem. Economic reforms.
And that will be our hardest
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I: Another question is the corruption runs rampant in this country. We all know this. I mean its
kinda obvious if you look at it for than two seconds. The question therefore is the corruption
institutional? Is it in the very fabric of the institutions of the country or is it within the individuals
who are currently ruling the country and will it change or slowly erode as you have younger
people coming into leadership?

P3: You have to impose rules in order to kind of be together. If there is again system and rules
which are and should be respected. Otherwise there are sanctions, there is barely no corruption.

P1: But the public already got used to pay the services they already pay. For example if you are
going to have a surgery on the public hospital your parents will pay to get doctors to treat you
much more better than the other patients. The thing is that the fear to not feel the bad
performance of the society, people are going to corruption and corruption thinks. But the one
question is how can international community work much more of a huge people that are free and
are not stressful at all. Those corruption things and to train them to be future leaders of Bosnia. I
think that they lost a lot of money on like the crazy stories.

P3: I’m so optimistic by the way..

P2: Yeah, yeah but you…
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P3: We are a great people growing. There are great people some years going to be with this
impression. If they keep on they will be sitting on top.
P1: For example I need a lot of youth people who are… who did already in their lives much
more things than some politicians do in there whole career.

P5: In a contrast to them I’m much more pessimistic. And I would argue that it’s highly
traditionalized. That it is in the fabric of the system that predates Dayton. If you look at any
communism country, its corrupt. And Yugoslavia was not immune to that. Furthermore there are
many tendencies that were acquired from the former Yugoslavia here, former communist regime
that make the system green in the general psyche of the people.

P2: When we speak about corruption I think that our court should be much more powerful.
Should have much more power and also police when we speak of the police structure. It should
be those two. Those two are the same main bodies but it should be firstly screened and only after
that case should no corruption among them the situation could be changed.

P1: If we speak about politicians. Politicians can in some way contribute but you have to
understand that political structure in Bosnia Herzegovina is very covert. So never will happen.
That one political party be the most powerful. That one political party make some kind of
changes. So in the future, they only way how the situation when we speak about corruption can
be traced is through much more cover to the police and in court.
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P5: What if the police have a quasi corrupt as they are?

P1: As they are. Okay but firstly we disagree although there has some kind of creed. Some kind
of international community. Why not for instance some organization for cooperation? They
already do some monitoring but that can be of some help in this situation.

I: Well I guess that leads to the other question. What role does the international community have
in helping Bosnia move forward?

P1: I think the international community start with the interests of the nations and the reality of
what can be done in several cases. But I think the international community actually… For
instance when we speak of polichar or some other institution that are relevant to the development
of Bosnia Herzegovina right way. They actually don’t use the right of power that they have like
foreign powers or… for example if you have one with the president of entity and if he stick to
the corruption and if he does not respect the country I think the international community should
act and say its like this this and that. It will foster the processes that will prove you are guilt or
not. You have to work on behalf of your country. But the thing is the international community
works with those people who are elected from the nation, from the people. And I think that there
are stacking that elevator between the floors of the politicians.

P5: But its not the responsibility of the international community to do something that is our job.
In order for them to help us we ourselves have to be willing to be helped. To do something vis a
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ve that question. In this present time there neither the political will nor the popular will for such
reforms. And its very hard for most of us to look at the situation objectively but someone whos
lived abroad and whose coming has that perspective but being civilized quote on quote country
the thing is a developing country. And the first world has a much different perspective on that
and you can’t expect that any country in the world. Any country the United States can never
breaking down soon and help us, help anyone if they don’t help themselves. They cannot impose
that.

P1: They can. They can. They have the power sometimes…

P5: But they shouldn’t. There is not even political will there to do that.

P2: The role of the international community as I mentioned before is a monitoring role. It should
be doing more than writing reports because writing the report… there should be something like
proposals about everything. Mostly…

P1: Foreign powers are not monitoring powers.

P2: Okay, and I think when we speak about international community here I understand that really
difficult for someone who is not from Bosnia to take an action and not be responsible for those
actions. And the best way, it is the best ways if we agree on something, on some stages the best
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way but we have to understand that its impossible to be on it because we had a war here. Because
we couldn’t agree..

P5: But that was 20 years ago. People use the war as an excuse for everting. The Americans had
a civil war in 1865. Do they use that as an excuse for everything?

P3: How can someone who lost their parents in the war forget the war?

P5: You can’t forget it but you can move it. The war’s not responsible…

P3: No they can’t

P5: The war not responsible for everything that has happenend.

P2: Those people, those people who have some power tomorrow. Afterwards they will be the
decision makers.

P3: How can someone move on when they lost everything?

P5: Because they have no choice.

P3:Your talking from your perspective
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P5: They can either move on… look at Rwanda. A quarter of a million people were killed. I
empathies with that.

P2: I think that the best ways to not forget your past but you have to see the future. To go
towards the future.

P1: Reconciliation, reconciliation continues. Really really important in making identity of one
nation.

P2: Reconciliation does not mean forget what has happened.

P5: No, no, no. Not forgetting but not using it as an excuse. You have to do something in spite of
that.

I: Right well, this might seem like a bizarre question but what do you think the biggest problem
in Bosnia is? If you could limit it to just one problem, not like a general issue like corruption…

P1: National interests is a huge problem right now and the politicians are leading the ruled for
the national interests. We are forgetting that we need to work, that we need to have an economy
to eat something. To make money to do some things. And to further elaborate on a previous
question. For the role of the international community they need to be separate on a few things,
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the political organizations, and the non governmental organizations. Actually I think that non
governmental organizations did a huge role in Bosnia and they actually did the development.

P2: I think that they contributed but I’m not so much involved in NGO sector and all of that. But
I think that there is some contribution and that contribution could be even better if projects are
much more better.

P5: Over decentrailization I would say is the leading cause of dysfunction.

P3: Yes.

P5: Cause in the federal system which I think that even though the conditions are the ideal
system there is a central authority that has veto power over lower subjects. And that’s not the
case here. I tend to see the United States as a perfect example for Bosnia to follow.

I: Okay, I wasn’t expecting that.

P1: He is an American citizen.

P2: Yeah, he has a U.S passport.

P5: And he would say that Tuzla should be the role model.
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P1: You should really visit Tuzla.

P5: Sorry for keep interrupting but as someone who has been to Tuzla. It is very hard to breath
let alone live.

P1: Okay to breath, that is very true.

P3: Like in Sarajevo.

P1: We have the same situation like in Sarajevo about air pollution but the thing about living
together and being untied.
P5: But the reason I say United States is the perfect example for Bosnia was, United States
gained independence in the 18th century. It was a very diverse country. It was big but considering
the communication was much better. And from then onwards different groups of people came,
the Irish and the Italians, the Germans in the 1890s etc. And it was multi faceted. And they
formed the system that politics supersedes the individual differences. The emphasize
individualism but still maintain that collectivism is very important and was the uniting factor in
the country.

I: Well I think that is all the time that we have. Thank you for your answers. They were most
helpful.
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Appendix D
The Survey Results from Demographic and Quantitate Questions
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Appendix E
Survey responses to qualitative question 28

Q28 What do you think the
future holds for Bosnia and
Herzegovina?
Answered: 107

Skipped: 14

#

Responses

Date

1

I hope changes.

1/2/2016 6:15 AM

2

Hopefully bright future,it really depends on how many people will stay in country and how many will go work abroad.

1/2/2016 4:49 AM

3

Nothing better.

12/31/2015 2:16 AM

4

Better than none until now.

12/30/2015 7:12 PM

5

If the situation do not change, nothing good.

12/30/2015 5:57 PM

6

Bosnia has to be country for all nations and all equal rights for its citizens. EU integrations are future of Bosnia.

12/30/2015 11:55 AM

7

goverment fınd soloutıon about federatıon system

12/30/2015 11:38 AM

8

Prosperity

12/30/2015 11:29 AM

9

Nothing beautiful. Bosnia is one step away from disaster because of bad politicians and awful politics.

12/30/2015 9:51 AM

10

EU and NATO membership More centralized government

12/30/2015 9:50 AM

11

Close future holds nothing good, however, with new people, I hope the situation will improve.

12/30/2015 9:21 AM

12

Nothing good

12/30/2015 7:53 AM

13

WITH THE GOVERNMENT THAT WE HAVE RIGHT NOW THERE IS NO FUTURE. PEOPLE AND ETHNICITY IS

12/30/2015 5:04 AM

NOT THE PROBLEM, THE PROBLEM IS THE PEOPLE IN POWER.
14

I hope that it will get better, otherwise it will get worse. Because, it can't stay this way.

12/29/2015 6:50 PM

15

I really do not know what to answer.

12/29/2015 6:13 PM

16

There is no help

12/29/2015 4:07 PM

17

starvation, no jobs and no roofs over our heads

12/29/2015 3:19 PM

18

Nothing good.

12/29/2015 3:14 PM

19

more disagreements and problems

12/29/2015 2:50 PM

20

If the government starts working well many good things

12/29/2015 1:52 PM

21

If our government maintains the same style of ruling, I see nothing but the same uncertainty and unpleasant everyday

12/29/2015 11:18 AM

life and environment. Still, I am hoping that they will turn the page and start doing their job, as they should, proposing
development and higher living standards.
22

better opportunities

12/29/2015 9:50 AM

23

I think that the young generation will change something, and we as a young generation must be the change that BiH

12/29/2015 7:46 AM

needs.
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24

I think that We, as a citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, are creating our own future.

12/29/2015 7:40 AM

25

If things don't change drastically, and soon, there is no future here. With the current government leaders, who only

12/29/2015 7:13 AM

care for themselves this country is doomed.
26

not really sure

12/29/2015 6:58 AM

27

Conflicts

12/29/2015 6:40 AM

28

I hope for the change, but we will see

12/29/2015 4:09 AM

29

Stagnation and strugle for keeping things were they are despite the current situation being far from prosperous.

12/29/2015 3:11 AM

30

Considering the current situation, the future holds trouble. Knowing what Bosnia and Herzegovina went through, I am

12/29/2015 2:46 AM

afraid that some problems could be back.

31

Future is unfortunately not bright for Bosnia and Herzegovina. If we don't change the people who are manouvering our

12/28/2015 6:47 PM

politics and economy, we will sank further and further into a wasteland
32

We hope a good future

12/28/2015 11:30 AM

33

I don't think anything will change in close future. Probably mass protests again with no certain outcome.

12/28/2015 9:19 AM

34

Nothing good or new.

12/28/2015 8:56 AM

35

How things are now, nothing good I guess

12/28/2015 8:29 AM

36

With the current situation, and unfortunately, the current system... I don't think Bosnia has a future.

12/27/2015 8:23 PM

37

I hope for the best.

12/27/2015 6:31 PM

38

The future is very dark and if we don't change the way we are dealing with issues we are going to have another crisis

12/27/2015 5:14 PM

or possibly a war.
39

joining the EU and having one parliament

12/27/2015 4:56 PM

40

There's no future.

12/27/2015 12:55 PM

41

Nothing.

12/27/2015 12:21 PM

42

uncertanity

12/27/2015 12:14 PM

43

MORE DEBT

12/27/2015 9:06 AM

44

Depending on wether people will stand up and make a change, instead of waiting for others too solve their issues.

12/26/2015 7:41 PM

45

More problems, more poverty, less young people

12/26/2015 6:59 PM

46

idk

12/26/2015 5:17 PM

47

Blackjack & hookers

12/26/2015 4:31 PM

48

Another War

12/26/2015 1:41 PM

49

If this political system stays as it is now, development of this country will take a really long time. Current system is like

12/26/2015 11:11 AM

"one step forward and two steps back".
50

Honestly, for my intellectual possibilities not much.

12/26/2015 11:04 AM

51

Hopefully an uplift

12/26/2015 10:01 AM

52

In this country it can only be worse condition.

12/26/2015 7:39 AM

53

I can only hope that is going to be better.

12/26/2015 7:32 AM
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54

I have not been living here for very long, thus I do not really know, but I hope it is for the better.

12/26/2015 4:55 AM

55

Possible constitutional reconstruction, starting over. I do not see any success with the way we are going.

12/25/2015 8:45 PM

56

Based on the situation right now, the future of Bosnia and Herzegovina is not so good, not unless the young take

12/25/2015 7:36 PM

controll in their hands.
57

There might be bright future only if government changes. Either way there is no future.

12/25/2015 6:09 PM

58

If the government stays like this, there is no future.

12/25/2015 4:50 PM

59

With current government - nothing! But if are on their places some younger and smarter people, us, like country, can

12/25/2015 4:32 PM

be very strong and better.
60

If the politics don't change, I don't think Bosnia will survive the crisis nor it will become a stronger country.

12/25/2015 4:25 PM

61

we must change the government because the current presidents are not interested in creating a brighter future for

12/25/2015 4:24 PM

Bosnians
62

More corruption, more debt, less and less people.

12/25/2015 4:21 PM

63

Lower number of citizens, bancrupcy

12/25/2015 3:28 PM

64

It is not so bright future. Young people are leaving the country more and more each year in search of a better life.

12/25/2015 3:19 PM

65

Future holds new wars for us.

12/25/2015 2:50 PM

66

Academically educated people

12/25/2015 2:35 PM

67

Total dissolution of the state, bankrupcy, debt, ecological catastrophy.

12/25/2015 2:30 PM

68

No one can know for sure. If there is anything I have learnt from living all my life in Bosnia, is that future cannot be
built on conflict, fear, nor separation.

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

69

children

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

70

nothing

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

71

I think it holds many good things,many young people are getting involved in every part of our life:
politics,sport,education..etc

12/25/2015 1:53 PM

72

I doubt anything positive.

12/25/2015 1:34 PM

73

Political and religious turmoil

12/25/2015 1:16 PM

74

I don't think there is any good future with this temporary government.

12/25/2015 1:09 PM

75

more degradation and failure

12/25/2015 12:37 PM

76

Hopefully something better, jobs, democracy and less criminal

12/25/2015 12:32 PM

77

nothing good

12/25/2015 12:23 PM

78

It holds more poverty and unemployment

12/25/2015 11:46 AM

79

There is hardly any kind of future for Bosnia if some things continue happening.

12/25/2015 11:24 AM

80

12/25/2015 10:57 AM

81

I don't really know what should I say about this. In this country, you never know what comes the day after and what
can happen. It depends on if our presidents wake up happy or grumpy.
With this political structure, nothing much, everything will be the same.

82

I don't have any comment.

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

83

nothing absolutely nothing

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

84

I am not sure.

12/25/2015 9:10 AM

85

Only destruction and agony

12/25/2015 9:09 AM

12/25/2015 10:41 AM
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12/25/2015 9:07 AM

87

The future is grim, unless Bosnia joins the EU. Not much to talk about apart from that. Either it joins the EU and finally
gets a firm footing Or fails to join the EU and faces even tougher times than now
Complete financial collapse.

88

Better inner country relationships, joining the EU and reorganisation of whole Government system

12/25/2015 8:53 AM

89

There is no future for Bosnia and Herzegovina .

12/25/2015 8:43 AM

90

Going all young and successful people, it will be something like Country of old people :)

12/25/2015 8:37 AM

91

Corrupted politicians that don't want things to change will be sent to jail. Others that are corrupted too but smarter will
start doing reforms.

12/25/2015 8:33 AM

92

I believe in bright for my country.

12/25/2015 8:32 AM

93

It's slowly recovering from the war. The situation is still not that great, but it's much better than what it was a few years
ago. And when I talk about the situation, I'm referring to the economy and how people are getting along. Maybe,
somewhere in the distant future, Bosnia and Herzegovina finally becomes a member of the EU. It would benefit a lot.

12/25/2015 8:28 AM

94

Bosnia always had a strong part in politics of the Balkans, so it will definitely hold that title in the future. Politics and
government of Bosnia is very bad right now, from any entity, or district. But, I still hold high hopes for my country, as
where I might decide to continue living, where my children and gran-children might live as well. So I can just hope that
we join the EU, become an actual state without dividing each other to "theirs" and "ours", as we all live in the Bosnian
state, we should honor that name.

12/25/2015 8:20 AM

95

If We continue like this. Not a bright future. But it can all change if We start to educate and elect the right people.

12/25/2015 8:19 AM

96

no future

12/25/2015 7:56 AM

97

Reformation and posibility

12/25/2015 7:32 AM

98

Severe changes in our governmental and political system have to be made if this country wants to see any progress,
future generations must be educated not to hate people of other ethnicities and ethnic backgrounds, and we surely
must concentrate on the large possibilities that our natural resources provide, while strongly paying attention to the
ecological aspects of our society such as primarily deforestation, littering, pollution (both of air and of water) and
B&H
is on the
way to become the part of EU and I strongly believe that existing constitution will be changed according
biodiversity
preservation.
to the people's wishes in this country without any influence of outside factors.

12/25/2015 7:18 AM

100

The future is very grim for Bosnia and Herzegovina without direct involvement of U.S.A or EU.

12/25/2015 4:12 AM

101

The future of Bosnia and Herzegovina is very unclear. The main issues that our country is facing are the result of

12/25/2015 3:47 AM

99

12/25/2015 9:02 AM

12/25/2015 5:04 AM

religious and cultural differences that have been imposed in the people as a disadvantage.The potential of the country
is put behind and the focus is set on pointing put the issues, but finding no solution.
102

/

12/24/2015 6:07 PM

103

If the situation continues to remain the same - complete breakdown of the whole system either through revolution,

12/24/2015 5:22 PM

armed conflict or bankruptcy.
104

Well, if people decide to be better than they are right now, maybe future will bring better life standards, more justice

12/24/2015 3:18 PM

and honesty.
105

eu integration

12/24/2015 1:47 PM

106

Depending form plans and future organization.

12/24/2015 11:59 AM

107

It will reflect global trends and politics including war on terror.

12/24/2015 11:22 AM
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Appendix F
Answers to qualitative question 29
Q29 How would you describe
what you think would be the
perfect future direction for
Bosnia Herzegovina, if possible?
Answered: 107

Skipped: 14

#

Responses

Date

1

It is not possible, but it will be better if we would have better gouvernment that would care about our, let's call them

1/2/2016 6:15 AM

wishes.
2

Better economy.

1/2/2016 4:49 AM

3

Better political construction.

12/31/2015 2:16 AM

4

Private sector will change future in Bosnia Herzegovina.

12/30/2015 7:12 PM

5

Changing the government from the roots.

12/30/2015 5:57 PM

6

EU integrations and NATO have to be future of Bosnia.

12/30/2015 11:55 AM

7

they have to be independent goverment they have to make decısıon themselves

12/30/2015 11:38 AM

8

EU integration

12/30/2015 11:29 AM

9

Revolution. New, perspective people should take the lead, and do something positive for this country. It`s time.

12/30/2015 9:51 AM

10

EU and NATO membership More centralized government

12/30/2015 9:50 AM

11

I'm not a well-competent person for such a task.

12/30/2015 9:21 AM

12

Don't know

12/30/2015 7:53 AM

13

OPENING OF FACTORY AND EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN PEOPLE ARE NOT HUNGRY THEY

12/30/2015 5:04 AM

CAN THINK NORMAL, POSITIVE AND IN RIGHT DIRECTION
14

Focus more on agricultural production, improvement in information technology.

12/29/2015 6:50 PM

15

The perfect direction would be to treat the sickness of our society and politics first of all.

12/29/2015 6:13 PM

16

To have one Bosina Herzegovina without district or republica

12/29/2015 4:07 PM

17

for beginning, less corrupted people in the government would be great

12/29/2015 3:19 PM

18

A bigger pressure from the International Community would be helpful.

12/29/2015 3:14 PM

19

investing in raspberries and exporting them as well as exporting water

12/29/2015 2:50 PM

20

European Union And offering more opportunities to young people

12/29/2015 1:52 PM

21

I think that Bosnian society is willing to work, so I think that work places would bring more than enough harmony in our

12/29/2015 11:18 AM

beautiful country. On the other hand, our country should also invest in development of education, health and ecology.
22

better GDP, more export

12/29/2015 9:50 AM

23

Change in government

12/29/2015 7:46 AM
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As they say: "Future belongs to young people", so our government should focus more on creating better opportunities

12/29/2015 7:40 AM

for our citizens, so that young and educated people would not leave our country, in hope to find better future.
25

Change constitution. One Country, One Leader, One Law, One government for everyone.

12/29/2015 7:13 AM

26

Better government for the people i really like Scandinavian method of government so i think that would be best.

12/29/2015 6:58 AM

27

Cancelling the Dayton agreement, creation of republic of bosnia and herzegovina withour federation, RS and District

12/29/2015 6:40 AM

Brcko and without cantons
28

Reduction of corruption and government involving more in domestic production

12/29/2015 4:09 AM

29

People should rely more on self-organising working groups within smaller communities that would create businesses

12/29/2015 3:11 AM

and jobs for themsleves. Hopefully such trend would cover the whole country and unite like-minded people. A strong
working group as this one would be able to turn people's thoughts from corrupt politicians towards more prosperous
future.
30

I think that Bosnia and Herzegovina should improve the government, and try to have better relationships with other

12/29/2015 2:46 AM

countries, especially neighbor countries.
31

We need a huge orientation to our kids, to young ones. Give them a huge oportunity to become one of the most

12/28/2015 6:47 PM

important people in their own country. Remove our today's politicians from their positions, and put some new, Young
optimistic and reliable people who's opinions and actions will contribute to our BiH in economic and political wiew.
32

To get into EU

12/28/2015 11:30 AM

33

Redesigning Government. Having less governmental officials work places

12/28/2015 9:19 AM

34

No clue.

12/28/2015 8:56 AM

35

Government should stop putting efforts in separating people. We need to live together, by each other and focus on

12/28/2015 8:29 AM

economic development of our country since we have every predisposition to be a successful country.
36

Honestly, I don't know.

12/27/2015 8:23 PM

37

I don't know.

12/27/2015 6:31 PM

38

Joining EU, cleansing the corruption, removing the old ways and starting fresh

12/27/2015 5:14 PM

39

very bright as it is fairly underdeveloped with a lot of potential compared to other european nations

12/27/2015 4:56 PM

40

It's not possible

12/27/2015 12:55 PM

41

This country is so fucked up, it HAS NO FUTURE.

12/27/2015 12:21 PM

42

unclear

12/27/2015 12:14 PM

43

EU

12/27/2015 9:06 AM

44

Possibly if Bosnia joins EU, but then again i feel like we are safer off being allied with Turkey.

12/26/2015 7:41 PM

45

The EU

12/26/2015 6:59 PM

46

idk

12/26/2015 5:17 PM

47

Blackjack & hookers

12/26/2015 4:31 PM

48

Politics have way to many variables and i can not predict any optimal answer.

12/26/2015 1:41 PM

49

The surroundings make you think that any other future is better than the current one. It's not that bad right now, to be

12/26/2015 11:11 AM

realistic, but it's not going to get any better than this. But IF it does get better then that will be the "perfect" future.
50

Removing Dayton agreement, unified country with focus on rebuilding industry production.

12/26/2015 11:04 AM

51

There is no perfect future direction for anything in this world, but the "best" thing would probably be joining the EU and

12/26/2015 10:01 AM

getting a total government makeover
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52

Perfect decision would be to change entire political system including most of the politicians.

12/26/2015 7:39 AM

53

I'm not sure that I'm compatible to answer this question.

12/26/2015 7:32 AM

54

Joining the EU.

12/26/2015 4:55 AM

55

Remove the entities, change the governement constitution politicians, the whole country.

12/25/2015 8:45 PM

56

As I already said, it would be better if young people started doing something about Bosnia and Herzegovina.

12/25/2015 7:36 PM

57

New firms and investments.

12/25/2015 6:09 PM

58

I don't know really. I just want it better than now.

12/25/2015 4:50 PM

59

To replace our government and put some people who are fair and who are trying to do a job which is good for all

12/25/2015 4:32 PM

citizens, not just for them.
60

Change everything, I don't know....

12/25/2015 4:25 PM

61

letting go of terms such as; bosniak, serb, croat for Bosnians. A Muslim from Bosnia isnt a bosniak, but instead a

12/25/2015 4:24 PM

Bosnian Muslim just as a Catholic from Bosnia is not a Croat but instead a Bosnian Catholic, etc.
62

Younger people in the government, less corruption, no nationalism.

12/25/2015 4:21 PM

63

One nationality, no entities, one president, member of EU

12/25/2015 3:28 PM

64

To establish more functional government. To take more factories to be of state possession and less of them in private.
Also, to reduce imports as much possible and to increase export.

12/25/2015 3:19 PM

65

To replace all guys in government who were in time of last war.We need one president, one leader, one entity.

12/25/2015 2:50 PM

66

I think you should ask the same question our current government of Bosnia and Herzegovina because they are very
"smart" when someone ask them. I'm only student and my voice is not very loud.

12/25/2015 2:35 PM

67

No state, clean green energy, libertarian communism, anarchy.

12/25/2015 2:30 PM

68

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

69

I am not much of a politician, but I think having something that all consecutive peoples can consider common (share it
among everyone), upon which unity can be created is essential for progress of the country. We have to have
something to bond over, not something to argue over.
EU

70

/

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

71

More respect for young people,much more jobs,less crimes..etc

12/25/2015 1:53 PM

72

Change the main leaders of the country.It's all been said before, just not done.If it continues, well, I doubt any progress
can be made.
Overhaul in the government system, more relaxed foreign investment policy

12/25/2015 1:34 PM

74

Well, this government should step out of our polition, and leave space for younger generation, which have no hate for
other ethical groups. Also, I think we should never forget genocide, but we should move forward to have better future.

12/25/2015 1:09 PM

75

complete change of government, revival of economy, rise of employment rate

12/25/2015 12:37 PM

76

To be part of European Union

12/25/2015 12:32 PM

77

jail for goveriment scums

12/25/2015 12:23 PM

78

Does such thing exist?

12/25/2015 11:46 AM

79

We need to become a stronger country. We have to be united as one, and not be separated by some groups/entities.

12/25/2015 11:24 AM

80

The brains of the B&H citizens should be rebooted.

12/25/2015 10:57 AM

81

Better jobs, better salaries, better standard of living etc.

12/25/2015 10:41 AM

82

I don't have any comment.

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

83

to be united as a country and to replace our government with another people

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

73

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

12/25/2015 1:16 PM
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84

I think to join to EU.

12/25/2015 9:10 AM

85

New government with young people, EDUCATED people. Annihilation of corruption and corrupt politicians.

12/25/2015 9:09 AM

86

Joining the EU and fixing the current government, so that it's not as split apart. Which will allow for correct decision to
be made, for forward progression. Because right now, it's either stale or going backwards.

12/25/2015 9:07 AM

87

Economic investments, implementation of law etc.

12/25/2015 9:02 AM

88

EU integrations and non-entity country

12/25/2015 8:53 AM

89

12/25/2015 8:43 AM

90

Take less and give more to their citizens. But that is not possible. Come to Bosnia and u gonna figure out why am i
saying this ...
Change mentality system at all

91

Reforms, EU, NATO

12/25/2015 8:33 AM

92

More jobs, and respecting the worker more.

12/25/2015 8:32 AM

93

For the economy to grow, the people should buy products produced in Bosnia and Herzegovina, not only will it be
cheaper for the people, but beneficial for the country. Money makes the world go around, that's the reason why
protests of last year got out of hand, because of the fact that people are trying to work and make a change. The
government and politicians just won't let them.

12/25/2015 8:28 AM

94

Two words, European Union, or uniting a country into one(meaning: without entities, cantons, districts, and so on).
Anyhow, both thigs would be amazing, and every citizen of Bosnia, whether he/she called him/herself a Bosniak, Serb
or a Croat should have equal chances in politics or getting a job. All in all, that is my perfect view of Bosnia, I just wish
we didn't had so much corrupt politicians, I think that would happen.

12/25/2015 8:20 AM

95

To start investing in our business, to make new factories and to export our stuff.

12/25/2015 8:19 AM

96

1. change presidents 2. donate scholarship for students (we pay a lot to study) 3. bulid factories to employ people

12/25/2015 7:56 AM

97

Sticking to the same course they use right now

12/25/2015 7:32 AM

98

As stated in the previous answer, smartly using our natural resources to push our exporting forward, buying domestic
products, changing the governmental system and educating the youth to think progressively and openly.

12/25/2015 7:18 AM

99

Bosnia should be divided on several cantons, likewise Switzerland is and this kind of constituion is the only way to
direct people to care about our community, but not nationality. Education law and system should be also changed
according to a model of education in US, and people should educate in fields of Technology and Agriculture, because
our economy can only reborn by using natural renewable resources which are big potential of the our country.

12/25/2015 5:04 AM

100

It is very hard to think and describe what I envision for BiH future. Definitely a better political and economical future. We
need "new kids on the block" who are less corrupt and morally healthy.

12/25/2015 4:12 AM

101

The perfect future direction for Bosnia and Herzegovina should be focused on the interest of the people. Having three
constituent people should not be presented as a problem, but rather as a trace that this country makes unique by its
structure. The government should be restricted some power.

12/25/2015 3:47 AM

102

The perfect future directon fot B&H would be to become full member of EU and NATO.

12/24/2015 6:07 PM

103

Following the provisions and the preamble of the Bosnian Constitution - dedication to peace, justice, tolerance and
reconciliation in particular. Finding a way to assert a common ground between the constituent people so that they are
all interested in moving forward in a unified manner, and representing the interests of others as strongly as they
represent their own.

12/24/2015 5:22 PM

104

Better education and participation in EU. These two, for me, represent the perfect direction because of them everything
will be better.

12/24/2015 3:18 PM

12/25/2015 8:37 AM
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105

eu

12/24/2015 1:47 PM

106

Start with reforms, make laws, and not just make them, but also implement them.

12/24/2015 11:59 AM

107

To become Member of EU as the membership would further enforce rule of law and discipline in governance.

12/24/2015 11:22 AM
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Appendix G
Answers to qualitative question 30

Q30 What are
your future
plans?
Answered: 107

Skipped: 14

#

Responses

Date

1

To do the pdD in Germany.

1/2/2016 6:15 AM

2

To finish university.

1/2/2016 4:49 AM

3

To finish University and find a job.

12/31/2015 2:16 AM

4

Open a software company and be a change in society.

12/30/2015 7:12 PM

5

Finish the studies and find a proper job.

12/30/2015 5:57 PM

6

Still doing good for society through various NGO activities

12/30/2015 11:55 AM

7

ıf ı have chance to stay ın bosnıa lıve and work also serve bosnıan people educate to good students
for bosnıa

12/30/2015 11:38 AM

8

To get my phD

12/30/2015 11:29 AM

9

Get a degree and go abroad.

12/30/2015 9:51 AM

10

Stay in BiH and contribute to it as much as i can

12/30/2015 9:50 AM

11

To be happy with where I am.

12/30/2015 9:21 AM

12

To leave Bosnia

12/30/2015 7:53 AM

13

DO NOT KNOW

12/30/2015 5:04 AM

14

Finish college and escape from this "gates".

12/29/2015 6:50 PM

15

To finish my MA and seek for a job, primarily in BIH as a start and then somewhere else.

12/29/2015 6:13 PM

16

To go abroad

12/29/2015 4:07 PM

17

to move from Bosnia as soon as possible

12/29/2015 3:19 PM

18

Get my diploma and try to succeed somewhere else (ergo. move)

12/29/2015 3:14 PM

19

getting my MBA degree preferably somewhere outside of B&H

12/29/2015 2:50 PM
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20

Finish my masters and build myself as a person in business and private life

12/29/2015 1:52 PM

21

My plan is very simple - finish my undergraduate studies, find proper job and after a while continue
with higher degrees.

12/29/2015 11:18
AM

22

enterpreneur

12/29/2015 9:50 AM

23

To finish university, and get a job in Sarajevo

12/29/2015 7:46 AM

24

If times get better, and whole situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina improve, I would prefer to stay and

12/29/2015 7:40 AM

work here in Bosnia. But, if situation stays same as it is now, I am afraid that I do not see any solution
than to leave my country and look for some other, which will give me better opportunities.
25

Finish University and find a Job in IT, either here or elsewhere.

12/29/2015 7:13 AM

26

To be a designer.

12/29/2015 6:58 AM

27

Try very hard to succeed in my country. If that is impossible, I will try to go and work abroad.

12/29/2015 6:40 AM

28

To finish university, get a job in my field of study and hopefully in next 10-15 years create something

12/29/2015 4:09 AM

that would help people in BiH
29

I would like to spend some time abroad with people belonging to different cultures and traditions, see
their problems and how they cope with them. I would also like to establish connections with successful
people from my country that live abroad and eventually persuade them to return to BiH with a common
vision to help our country move forward with everything we learned and encountered in more developed
societies.

30

I would like to leave Bosnia and Herzegovina. There is no future for me here.

12/29/2015 2:46 AM

People can only get a job if they have family connections, meaning that
diplomas have no influence when it comes to finding jobs. Also, Bosnia and
Herzegovina is in tough situations with neighbor countries, and I am afraid that
things like that could lead to another war. I am just thinking about my future and
31

my safety, which, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, does not exist.
To become a human First of all. To achieve all my goal in economic way (via IT

12/28/2015 6:47 PM

job) and family way (starting a family, raising children in non-religious nor
natioalizm. We need to start lookig what has happened before, and start looking
ahead. We need to built our future, because it will NOT build it by itself.
32

To work with governments

12/28/2015 11:30 AM

33

12/28/2015 9:19 AM

34

Finishing my masters abroad and starting non-government security agency in
Bosnia
To leave and live in America.

35

Not sure, but if government keeps to do things like it did until now, maybe I will try

12/28/2015 8:29 AM

12/28/2015 8:56 AM

to find another solution for living, far away from Bosnia.
36

There are many of them..

12/27/2015 8:23 PM

37

To finish collage and get a good job in the art filed.

12/27/2015 6:31 PM

38

To study abroad, learn the other ways of thinking and doing, and try to pass the
knowledge onto our people.

12/27/2015 5:14 PM

39

settling down

12/27/2015 4:56 PM

40

Get the hell away from here

12/27/2015 12:55 PM

41

Get the FUCK OUT OF HERE.

12/27/2015 12:21 PM

12/29/2015 3:11 AM
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42

mba, career shifting

12/27/2015 12:14 PM

43

FIND JOB

12/27/2015 9:06 AM

44

12/26/2015 7:41 PM

45

To graduate college and possibly finish a extra year in AUBiH for
politics/economics.
Moving out of Bosnia

46

idk

12/26/2015 5:17 PM

47

Blackjack & hookers

12/26/2015 4:31 PM

48

Finish my bachelor degree , do my masters abroad,survive WW3,reire,die.

12/26/2015 1:41 PM

49

My current plans, and only plans right now, are to finish this university. After

12/26/2015 11:11 AM

12/26/2015 6:59 PM

that, I don't know what does the future hold but I will try to get a visa for USA
since I have family in USA. I don't for the rest. The plans is to get a decent job
50

after that.
First things first, finishing IT college and either pursing my career abroad or if

12/26/2015 11:04 AM

lucky finding some foreign company to work inside Bosnia, since I had
experienced working for Bosnian companies just thought of going back into one
is making me feel I want to leave this country forever. I'm not thirsty for money
or any kind of extreme success, all I am looking is place where I can utilize all
my skills and feel comfortable.
51

Whatever may come

12/26/2015 10:01 AM

52

To finish my college and find a job.

12/26/2015 7:39 AM

53

In short future, finish college and find a job.

12/26/2015 7:32 AM

54

Future plans include: getting my University degree, finding a stable job and
travelling as much as possible.

12/26/2015 4:55 AM

55

Moving to Western countries to get my masters degree and working
experience.
My future plans are to get a job somewhere outside Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Maybe to try in America or even Dubai

12/25/2015 8:45 PM

57

To go elsewhere in another country.

12/25/2015 6:09 PM

58

I will go to other country because there is no future for me here.

12/25/2015 4:50 PM

59

To finish this University, find a job in my future profession (if it is possible here in

12/25/2015 4:32 PM

56

12/25/2015 7:36 PM

our country), if not, then I would move in U.S., get married, have kids, healthy,
60

happy, and successful life. :)
Finish college and find a good job. If possible, somewhere in Europe or USA, if
not, then here in Bosnia.

12/25/2015 4:25 PM

61

leaving bosnia again

12/25/2015 4:24 PM

62

Continue studying abroad, and get a masters degree.

12/25/2015 4:21 PM

63

Go abroad

12/25/2015 3:28 PM

64

Still trying to find myself in a way of seeking the choices where there is enough
money but a pleasure in working as well.

12/25/2015 3:19 PM

65

Prepare myself for Paradise.

12/25/2015 2:50 PM

66

My future plans are to finish college,find a job and help this beautiful
country,beautiful people to see the light at the end of the tunnel. They really
deserve it.

12/25/2015 2:35 PM

67

Earning a lot of money efficiently, investing in projects that benefit humanity and
the environment.

12/25/2015 2:30 PM
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68

Completing my education abroad. After seeing the world, I will decide whether I
want to stay abroad or come back to Bosnia. It's not something I can decide
now; I want to see how this country changes and observe it from the outside.

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

69

I don't know

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

70

move out

12/25/2015 1:57 PM

71

I hope to finish this university,to become graphic designer and if possible to start
my own business and help young people get jobs and maybe they do the same
in future

12/25/2015 1:53 PM

72

Move away, in a country that has better opportunities for people like me.

12/25/2015 1:34 PM

73

To leave the country

12/25/2015 1:16 PM

74

I'm planning to finish my college, and find a good job. I'm going to look for job,
even outside of borders of BiH, but if I find something that will affect my
business life, I will stay in my country.

12/25/2015 1:09 PM

75

leave the country as soon as possible

12/25/2015 12:37 PM

76

To finish university and find a job

12/25/2015 12:32 PM

77

to finish school

12/25/2015 12:23 PM

78

Finish college and hopefully get out of here.

12/25/2015 11:46 AM

79

To get out of Bosnia.

12/25/2015 11:24 AM

80

12/25/2015 10:57 AM

81

My future plans are to finish my studies on time and become the successful
graphic designer as I always wanted. Now the question is, do I have my future in
this country if nothing changes, or will I be forced to leave as many, many other
young people.
Stay in my country.

82

To get my degree, and get a well paid job.

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

83

finish university, get a job, have family and my own place

12/25/2015 9:28 AM

84

I would like to study aboard.

12/25/2015 9:10 AM

85

Going abroad.

12/25/2015 9:09 AM

86

Currently I'm doing everything in my power to get the best education, preferably
in English. So that I have a decent chance to be a part of the many young
people to leave this country. Because even tough I have said it has a chance to
pull out, that is still an astronomical chance, a chance I don't want to take. I want
to have a successful and prosperous life and am not a patriotic person.

12/25/2015 9:07 AM

87

Finish college, find job in profession no matter where.

12/25/2015 9:02 AM

88

12/25/2015 8:53 AM

90

Future plan for me is to develop my abilities as IT engineer and try to find a job
in Bosnia
To finish university and get job try to do something in my life try to be someone
.
Going abroad

91

To have my own business in Sarajevo or somewhere i the EU.

12/25/2015 8:33 AM

92

Finish university, and get job in my country.

12/25/2015 8:32 AM

93

12/25/2015 8:28 AM

94

I plan on furthering my education. I graduate in spring 2016, and will go on to
graduate school.
My future plans is to finish college, get a masters degree somewhere from
Europe(Britain, Sweden maybe). I wish to come back to my motherland to
maybe help the Bosnian youth to gain confidence, that there might be future for
this once great country.

95

To finish college, find a job and then if I can make my own firm.

12/25/2015 8:19 AM

89

12/25/2015 10:41 AM

12/25/2015 8:43 AM
12/25/2015 8:37 AM

12/25/2015 8:20 AM
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96

I do not have a plan. I will finish university, and be without a job.

12/25/2015 7:56 AM

97

-

12/25/2015 7:32 AM

98

In any (certainly legal) way possible, provide financial stability for me, my current family (parents,

12/25/2015 7:18 AM

sister) and for my future family (uncertain, maybe wife and kids). Also, other than financial
stability, providing a secure environment for the people close to me to live in, whether in BiH or
99

somewhere else.
I want to become IT engineer, to contribute to the community as much I can, as also to the
science and technology.

12/25/2015 5:04 AM

100

To graduate from AUBiH, possibly after get my Master degree, and leave BiH.

12/25/2015 4:12 AM

101

My future plans are to leave Bosnia and Herzegovina and move to the United States. One day I

12/25/2015 3:47 AM

would like to come back and apply the knowledge that I have gained to help my country become
a better and more promising place for or the people.
102

To become successful lawyer and businessman

12/24/2015 6:07 PM

103

Obtaining my undergraduate diploma and applying for master studies, preferably abroad. Later

12/24/2015 5:22 PM

on, I would most certainly like to have both the experiences of working in Bosnia as well as
104

working abroad.
I want to finish my university and continue with my studying at one of master programs about

12/24/2015 3:18 PM

finance. I still think that education is very important on the way for better future in our country.
105

finish school, get a job

12/24/2015 1:47 PM

106

To stay in my hometown, and help with all required future development of it.

12/24/2015 11:59 AM

107

Short term plan would be to complete my education and continue advancement in my
professional career.

12/24/2015 11:22 AM

